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a b s t r a c t
Dune fields of Quaternary age occupy large areas of the world's arid and semiarid regions. Despite this,
there has been surprisingly little work done on understanding dune sediment provenance, in part
because many techniques are time-consuming, prone to operator error, experimental, highly specialized,
expensive, or require sophisticated instrumentation. Provenance of dune sand using K/Rb and K/Ba
values in K-feldspar in aeolian sands of the arid and semiarid regions of North America is tested here.
Results indicate that K/Rb and K/Ba can distinguish different river sands that are sediment sources for
dunes and dune fields themselves have distinctive K/Rb and K/Ba compositions. Over the Basin and
Range and Great Plains regions of North America, the hypothesized sediment sources of dune fields are
reviewed and assessed using K/Rb and K/Ba values in dune sands and in hypothesized source sediments.
In some cases, the origins of dunes assessed in this manner are consistent with previous studies and in
others, dune fields are found to have a more complex origin than previously thought. Use of K/Rb and K/
Ba for provenance studies is a robust method that is inexpensive, rapid, and highly reproducible. It
exploits one of the most common minerals found in dune sand, K-feldspar. The method avoids the
problem of using simple concentrations of key elements that may be subject to interpretative bias due to
changes in mineralogical maturity of Quaternary dune fields that occur over time.
Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction
Dune fields of Quaternary age occupy large areas of the world's
arid and semiarid regions, largely (though not entirely) in sub-
tropical deserts but also in rain-shadowed zones of the mid-
latitudes (Wilson, 1973; Pye and Tsoar, 1990; Cooke et al., 1993;
Lancaster, 1989, 1995a; Livingstone and Warren, 1996; Goudie,
2002; Warren, 2013; Lorenz and Zimbelman, 2014). Although
there have been many studies of aeolian sand of Quaternary age in
both arid and semiarid zones, much of the focus has been on
genesis of dune forms, sedimentary structures, and chronology of
dune deposition as an indicator of Quaternary paleoclimate. It is
interesting that there has been much less work done on under-
standing dune sediment provenance, with many studies simply
assuming an underlying rock or nearby sediment as the primary
source or ignoring the issue altogether. Some exceptions to this
include studies of the sources of late Quaternary dune sand in
northwestern Mexico and the southwestern USA (Muhs et al.,
2003; Kasper-Zubillaga et al., 2007; Scheidt et al., 2011), on the
Arabian Peninsula (White et al., 2001; Pease and Tchakerian, 2002;
Garzanti et al., 2013), in India's Thar Desert (East et al., 2015), in
southwestern Africa's Namib sand sea (Garzanti et al., 2012), and in
the Sinai/Negev dune fields of Egypt and Israel (Muhs et al., 2013a).
Part of the reason that dune provenance studies are uncommon in
aeolian geomorphology is that many of the techniques required are
time-consuming and prone to operator error (point counts of heavy
minerals), experimental and/or highly specialized (remote sensing
techniques), expensive (some geochemical techniques), or require
sophisticated instrumentation (most isotopic techniques).
Despite the challenges of determining sand provenance, the
origin of sediment in a dune field is critical to understanding its
evolution. Kocurek and Lancaster (1999) presented the concept of
“aeolian system sediment state,” which includes, within a dune
field, the degree of aeolian activity vs. stability, emphasizing the
components of sediment supply, sediment availability, and trans-
port capacity of the wind. Evaluation of the first two of these
components requires identification of the sediment source or
sources. In a recent review of North American dune fields of late
Quaternary age, Halfen et al. (2016) emphasized the importance of
sediment supply and sediment availability (as a result of drought
episodes) as controls on dune field activity.
Presented here is an exploration and evaluation of the potential
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for using a simple geochemical method in assessing dune field
origins. Specifically, the composition of one of the most common
minerals found in dune fields, K-feldspar, is tested for utility in
provenance studies using K/Rb and K/Ba values. These geochemical
parameters, as indices of K-feldspar composition, are used to assess
the origins (sediment sources) of previously studied dune fields of
late Quaternary age in the arid portions of the Basin and Range and
semiarid parts of the Great Plains provinces of North America
(Figs. 1e3).
2. The problem of changing mineralogy in dune fields
In a number of previous studies of the origin of North American
dune fields, simple comparisons of concentrations of major or trace
elements have been made between aeolian sands and candidate
source sediments, as proxies for mineralogy (Muhs et al., 1995,
1997a, 1997b, 2000, 2003; Winspear and Pye, 1996; Arbogast and
Muhs, 2000; Wolfe et al., 2000; Muhs and Holliday, 2001;
Zimbelman and Williams, 2002). The problem with this approach
is that dune fields are not static entities from a mineralogical point
of view. During periods of stability with a vegetation cover, if cli-
matic conditions are favorable, unstable minerals in dune sands,
such as carbonates and feldspars, can be lost through chemical
weathering and pedogenesis. During a subsequent period of ac-
tivity, sands that previously lost easily weatheredminerals during a
period of stability can then be reworked by the wind, mixing
feldspar- and carbonate-poor sands into feldspar- and carbonate-
rich sands. More importantly for arid and semiarid regions, dur-
ing periods of dune activity, sand-sized particles of weaker min-
erals can be reduced to silt sizes through abrasion and ballistic
impacts (Marsland and Woodruff, 1937; Kuenen, 1960; Dutta et al.,
1993; Cornwall et al., 2015). As a result, the newly formed silt-sized
particles can be removed entirely from the dune field by aeolian
transport in suspension, usually leaving behind sand relatively
enriched in quartz, because quartz is more resistant to mechanical
breakdown. This can lead towhat is called amineralogicallymature
dune field. Mineralogical maturity is a compositional state of a
clastic sedimentary body wherein there is a dominance of quartz
and an absence or minority of less-resistant particles such as
feldspars, carbonates, gypsum, or soft lithic fragments. Sandstones
Fig. 1. Map of North America showing physiographic provinces. Dashed boxes outline the Basin and Range and adjacent provinces, where desert dunes were studied (Fig. 2), and the
Great Plains, where semiarid dunes were studied (Fig. 3).
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that meet this definition are classified as quartz arenites (formerly
called orthoquartzites), if they contain at least 95% quartz
(Pettijohn et al., 1973). Thus, aeolian sediments in many of the
world's great sand seas of Quaternary age may be properly classi-
fied as quartz arenites, a state of maturity that Pettijohn et al. (1973,
p. 216) describe as “…the most texturally and compositionally
mature of all sands. Some approach the theoretical end point in
sand evolution.” Dott (2003, p. 387) elegantly described quartz
arenites as “…nature's finest distillate–almost as remarkable as a
pure single malt Scotch whiskey.”
Pettijohn et al. (1973) presented a rigorous method of assessing
degree of mineralogical maturity of sandstones geochemically. This
procedure uses the logarithm of Na2O/K2O (a measure of plagio-
clase to K-feldspar) plotted against the logarithm of SiO2/Al2O3 (a
measure of quartz to total feldspar). In this method, sandstones that
are more mature have lower Log [Na2O/K2O] due to plagioclase
depletion (assuming that K-feldspar is more resistant) and higher
Log [SiO2/Al2O3] due to overall feldspar depletion. An advantage of
the Pettijohn method is that it is very precise and provides a
dimensionless comparison of feldspar versus quartz content.
Quaternary dunes worldwide display a wide degree of miner-
alogical maturity, as illustrated using Pettijohn plots, with a range
across the entire spectrum of sandstone types (Fig. 4a). Feldspar-
rich dunes, such as those in the Taklamakan Desert of China
(Yang et al., 2007), fall into the range of graywackes. Somewhat
more quartz-rich dunes are found in the Namib sand sea of
Namibia, studied by McKee (1982). Samples collected by McKee
from this dune field were analyzed by Muhs (2004) for mineralogy.
These sands contain both plagioclase and K-feldspar (as well as rock
fragments), but quartz is the most important mineral. Goudie et al.
(1993) studied dunes of the Great Sandy Desert in Australia and
these investigators reported that the sands in these dunes were
dominated by quartz. Muhs (2004) studied sands from dunes in
this same desert region (those samples shown in Fig. 4a) and re-
ported that only one sample had even the slightest trace of feldspar
and all others consisted solely of quartz. McKee and Tibbitts (1964)
studied dunes of the Zallaf sand sea of Libya, and Muhs (2004) did
mineralogical studies of samples these workers collected. Two
samples contain only quartz and others are mostly quartz with only
traces of feldspar. Thus, the quartz-dominated dunes of Australia
and Libya fall into the range of quartz arenites (Fig. 4a). Interme-
diate compositions are found in the Sinai dunes of Egypt, the Negev
dunes of Israel, and the Rub' al Khali dunes of Saudi Arabia. These
intermediate compositions are consistent with the mineralogy of
these dunes: Sinai and Negev dunes contain plagioclase and K-
feldspar, but quartz is the most important mineral (see Muhs et al.,
2013a; their Fig. 9).
In North America, a similar range of variability is shown for
active or Holocene dunes (Fig. 4b). Mojave Desert dunes in Cali-
fornia (the Cadiz and Danby dunes and the Dale Lake sand sheet)
Fig. 2. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand in the southwestern USA and northern Mexico desert region of the Basin and Range and Colorado Plateau provinces (Fig. 1) and
annual resultant drift directions (RDD) and resultant drift potential (RDP) for sand-moving winds, using methods in Fryberger and Dean (1979); length of arrow is proportional to
wind strength. Map slightly modified from compilation by Muhs and Zarate (2001) who used the following sources: Hack (1941), Jennings (1967), Morrison (1969), Hunt (1977),
Lancaster et al. (1987), Wells et al. (1990), Lancaster (1994), and Muhs et al. (1995), as well as later mapping by Muhs et al. (2003); see also digital form of this distribution in Soller
and Reheis (2004). Abbreviations for wind direction localities, which approximate the station locations: D, Daggett; CL, China Lake; TP, Twenty-nine Palms; EC, El Centro; I, Indio; B,
Blythe; YF, Yucca Flat; LV, Las Vegas; GS, Gold Spring; Y, Yuma; F, Farmington; G, Gallup; H, Holloman Air Force Base; EP, El Paso. RDD and RDP calculated by the author except for
Gold Spring, which is from Helm and Breed (1999) and Holloman Air Force Base, which is from Fryberger and Dean (1979).
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fall into the range of graywackes, whereas many of the dunes in the
Monahans dune field of Texas fall into the field of quartz arenites.
Dunes in Nebraska and Wyoming have intermediate values. These
geochemical plots are consistent with the mineralogy shown in
Fig. 5, discussed later.
In some cases, mineralogical maturity is simply inherited from
quartz-rich source sediments (see Muhs, 2004; Muhs et al., 2013a
for examples), in which case sand composition says little or
nothing about dune field history during the Quaternary. In other
cases, mineralogical maturity has evolved in a dune field through
periods of extended stability (with mineral loss by chemical
weathering) or extended activity (with mineral loss by abrasion
and ballistic impacts). Thus, the degree of mineralogical maturity
can say much about Quaternary dune field history if other infor-
mation is available. In any case, the dynamic nature of dune field
mineralogy makes the simple use of element concentrations or
even light mineral abundances to assess source sediments a haz-
ardous practice. For example, given two competing alluvial sources,
one of them quartz-rich and the other feldspar-rich, an unwary
investigator could infer that a quartz-rich dune field of interest
must be derived from the quartz-rich alluvium. However, if the
dune field were derived from the feldspar-rich alluvium, but had
experienced a long history of feldspar depletion by mechanical
breakdown, a quartz-rich dune field would result and the original
derivation from the feldspar-rich source may not be apparent.
Fig. 3. Map of the Great Plains region in the central USA, showing the distribution of
dune fields and annual wind RDD. Aeolian sand distribution modified slightly from
compilation in Muhs and Holliday (1995), who used the following sources: Dane and
Bachman (1965), Morrison (1969), Westin et al. (1971), Scott (1968, 1978), Sharps
(1976, 1980), Love and Christiansen (1985), Swinehart (1990), Kuzila et al. (1990),
Ross et al. (1991), Hartman and Scranton (1992), Swinehart et al. (1994a), and Muhs
et al. (1996). Most areas mapped here were also field-checked by the author; see
also digital form of this distribution in Soller and Reheis (2004). RDD values calculated
by the author.
Fig. 4. Mineralogical maturity plots (Pettijohn et al., 1973) for (a) various dune fields of
the world and (b) dune fields of North America. Data for the Taklamakan Desert are
from Yang et al. (2007); data from the Rub’ al Khali are fromMoufti (2013); data for the
Negev and Sinai dunes are from Muhs et al. (2013a; see also Roskin et al., 2011); data
from the Grand Erg Oriental are from the present study. All other dune fields are
recalculated from data in Muhs (2004), but all concentrations of major elements and
coordinates for sample localities are given in Supplementary Data Table 2. For addi-
tional information on the geological setting of samples from dunes in Libya and the
Namib sand sea, see McKee and Tibbitts (1964) and McKee (1982), respectively.
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3. Theory
In this paper, a method for assessing aeolian sand provenance is
explored, without the use of time-consuming, specialized, or
expensive techniques. The method uses two major-to trace-
element ratios within the same mineral. The fundamental princi-
ples behind the method are based on Goldschmidt’s (1954) rules of
element substitutions in major rock-forming minerals, based on
ionic radius and charge, summarized in Mason and Moore (1982).
These rules include those of camouflage, capture, and admission. A
trace element with the same ionic radius and charge as a major
element in a mineral is said to be camouflaged. A good example of
camouflage is Hf substituting for Zr in zircon. If a trace element has
a similar ionic radius, but higher charge than a major element, the
trace element is captured into the crystal lattice that hosts themajor
element. For example, Ba2þ has a similar ionic radius as Kþ, but
with its higher charge, it is captured by K-bearing minerals. Finally
when a trace element has a similar ionic radius but lower charge
than a major element, or when the trace element has an identical
charge, but larger ionic radius than a major element, it is admitted
into the crystal lattice. For the latter case, a good example is Rbþ
(larger ionic radius) substituting for Kþ in K-bearing minerals.
Both K-feldspars (microcline and orthoclase) and micas (biotite
and muscovite) host K as a major element. Thus, Rb and Ba both
substitute for K in K-feldspars and micas (Heier and Adams, 1964;
Pilkey, 1972). As noted above, due to its higher charge, Ba is
captured by K-bearing minerals. Therefore, early formed minerals
in a magma tend to be enriched in Ba (although note that Taylor
[1965] points out that Ba is not totally depleted in a magma until
very late in the differentiation sequence). In contrast, because Rb is
admitted into K-bearing minerals, it tends to be enriched relative to
K in more differentiated minerals (Taylor and Heier, 1960; Taylor,
1965). Within the same plutonic rock, therefore, K-feldspar will
have higher K and lower Rb; biotite will have lower K and higher Rb
(Lange et al., 1966). There will also be variability in K/Rb in the same
minerals with different rock types. For example, in New England,
Lange et al. (1966) reported that K-feldspars in granites have K/Rb
ranging from 108 to 422, quartz monzonites have K-feldspars with
Fig. 5. Ternary plots of percentages of quartz, K-feldspar, and plagioclase (calculated as a sum of 100% for these three mineral species; see text for details) for (a) the Parker dunes,
Arizona, Cadiz Dunes and Danby dunes, California (mineralogical data from this study; samples from Muhs et al., 2003); and the Sonoyta dunes, Sonora, Mexico (Fig. 2), data from
this study; (b) the Algodones Dunes, California (mineralogical data from this study; samples fromMuhs et al., 1995) and active dunes on San Nicolas Island, California (mineralogical
data from this study; samples from Muhs et al., 2009); (c) Nebraska Sand Hills (mineralogical data from this study; sample localities given in Muhs et al., 2000); and the Great Bend
dunes, Kansas (mineralogical data from this study; sample localities given in Arbogast and Muhs, 2000); (d) the Wray dune field, Colorado, from a quarry exposure near Wray,
Colorado (see Figs. 20 and 21; mineralogical data from this study); and the Minot dune field, North Dakota (mineralogical data from this study; samples from Muhs et al., 1997b).
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K/Rb ranging from 358 to 477, and a granodiorite has K-feldspar
with a K/Rb value of 620. Biotites in the same rocks studied by
Lange et al. (1966) all have lower K/Rb than the associated K-feld-
spars, but show the same relative differences between rock types.
The ranges of K/Rb values for K-feldspars and biotites reported by
Lange et al. (1966) are similar to those compiled from various
sources by Collerson (1975).
For volcanic rocks, Gunn (1965) conducted geochemical studies
of Antarctic and New Zealand tholeiites and alkali basalts. In this
particular study, both K/Rb and K/Ba data are reported. Gunn (1965)
notes that K/Rb values for Antarctic dolerites (diorites) range from
198 to 300 and K/Ba values range from 20 to 36, pointing out that
these tholeiitic rocks have K/Ba values that increase with differ-
entiation, in good agreement with theory.
Reynolds (1972) suggested that K/Rb could be a useful indicator
of grade in metamorphic rocks. In support of this, Collerson (1975)
reported analyses of metamorphic rocks from Australia that show
average K/Rb values of 628 (granulite facies), 310 (transitional
granulite to amphibolite facies), and 203 (amphibolite facies). The
ranges for these rock types are high, however: 244e2293,
120e1583, and 178e604, for granulite, transitional, and amphibo-
lite facies, respectively.
Dune fields in most parts of North America are ultimately
derived from sediments composed of a mix of rock types, including
plutonic rocks of varying compositions, metamorphic rocks of
varying grades, and smaller amounts of volcanic rock fragments
and sedimentary rock fragments (that usually were ultimately
derived from igneous and metamorphic rocks). Because of the
variability of K/Rb and K/Ba values in different minerals and
different rock types, as described above, it is expected that rock
residuum, alluvium, lacustrine deposits, glacial deposits, and other
sediments that are potential dune sand sources will also have, in
aggregate, highly variable K/Rb and K/Ba values from place to place,
depending on source rocks.
In the majority of dune fields, the most common K-bearing
mineral is K-feldspar. Although K-feldspar is often reported, micas
are rarely reported in dune fields. It is not difficult to understand
why this is the case. K-feldspar is approximately seven times as
abundant as biotite in granite and it is about five times as abundant
as biotite in granodiorite (Wedepohl, 1969, p. 248). These two rock
types combined are estimated to comprise ~78% of the upper
continental crust of the Earth. Thus, on the surface of the Earth,
there is simply less mica available, compared to K-feldspar, for
delivery to dune fields from average upper crustal rocks. Further-
more, the platy morphology and relatively soft (H ¼ 2.5e3.0) na-
ture of micas compared to quartz and feldspars (H ¼ 6e7) simply
means that biotite and muscovite are much less capable of me-
chanical survival, as sand-sized particles, in an active dune field.
There are precedents for using ratios of K, Rb, and Ba for studies
of rock origins and sediment provenance. Studies of volcanic rocks
and ore deposit hosts have used K/Rb, K/Ba, and Ba/Rb as indicators
of origins (Hole et al., 1993;McCuaig and Kerrich,1998; Parker et al.,
2005). Muhs et al. (2008, 2013b) showed that K/Rb and Ba/Rb have
the ability to distinguish loess deposits of different provenance in
both Alaska and the North American midcontinent. Muhs et al.
(2017) used K/Rb and K/Ba to determine the likely source sedi-
ments for the Kelso Dunes in theMojave Desert of California. Except
for themostmature aeolian sands (see examples above), most dune
fields contain at least some feldspar, both plagioclase and K-feld-
spar. Unlike individual element concentrations, element ratios such
as K/Rb and K/Ba are insensitive to degree of mineral maturity, as
long as at least some K-feldspar has survived. This is commonly the
case, because K-feldspars, both microcline and orthoclase, are less
prone to chemical weathering than are either Na-plagioclase or Ca-
plagioclase (see Birkeland, 1999; White et al., 2008).
4. Methods
Aeolian sands and their possible source sediments from a
geographically diverse suite of Quaternary dune fields of North
America were analyzed for the present work, although all have
been previously studied using other methods (Muhs et al., 1995,
1996, 1997a, 1997b, 2000, 2003, 2009; Arbogast and Muhs, 2000;
Muhs and Holliday, 2001). Mineralogy of aeolian sand was deter-
mined by X-ray diffractometry (XRD) on pulverized, randomly
packed powder mounts. Approximate percentages of quartz, K-
feldspar, plagioclase, and calcite were estimated using a method
developed by Dr. Amir Sandler of the Geological Survey of Israel
(written communication, 9 August 2012). In this method, the
following factors are applied to XRD peak heights (two-theta, using
Cu radiation) summed, and calculated as approximate percentages:
quartz, 26.6, x 1.0; K-feldspar, 27.4, x 3.0; plagioclase, 27.8, x 3.5;
and calcite, 29.4, x 1.1. Crouvi et al. (2009), Enzel et al. (2010), and
Muhs et al. (2013a, 2017) have used this method previously and
results show good agreement with major element geochemistry.
Aeolian sands from each of the dune fields were analyzed as
bulk samples, with no pretreatments other than pulverization. Al-
luvial and bedrock samples from potential source sediments were
pretreated to yield a particle size distribution similar to that of
aeolian sand. After disaggregation and removal of coarse gravel, the
samples were placed in deionized water, a Na-pyrophosphate
dispersant was added, particles in suspension were stirred, and
then allowed to sit overnight. After this treatment, the samples
were stirred again by ultrasonication and then wet-sieved to
remove fine gravel and the coarsest sands. The size fraction chosen
for wet-sieving varies from dune field to dune field depending on
the particle size of the aeolian sands; see Arbogast and Muhs
(2000), Muhs et al. (1995, 1996, 1997a, 1997b, 2003), and Muhs
and Holliday (2001) for details. Silt and clay were removed by
sieving with either a 53 mm or 63 mm sieve; no materials finer than
53 mm are present in any of the samples. Thus, the final sediment
separates contained grains ranging from medium sand to very fine
sand, similar to the size range of well-sorted dune sands. Concen-
trations of K, Rb, and Ba and other elements were determined by
energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (ED XRF) on bulk, pulverized
samples, following the methods in Muhs et al. (1995, 1996, 1997a,
1997b). For details on the theory, methods, and sources of error
in the ED XRF method, the reader is referred to Johnson and King
(1987) and Siems (2002). Based on ED XRF analyses of various
geologic materials that are U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) rock
standards, standard deviations from counting errors alone for Ba
and Rb are generally 1% or less (Siems, 2002). In the present study,
USGS rock standard GSP-1 was included with each sample batch
and resulting concentrations for this standard agree well with
published values for most elements (for example, see Muhs et al.,
1995; their Table 2). For this rock standard, ED XRF element con-
centrations agree with published values (Govindaraju, 1989) within
5% (K), 0.4% (Rb), and 0.8% (Ba). Precision for these elements (±1
sigma) is 0.9% (K), 1.2% (Rb), and 0.8% (Ba). As noted by Muhs et al.
(2017), there can be minor differences in K abundances determined
by ED XRF compared to wavelength-dispersive X-ray fluorescence
(WD XRF). In particular, concentrations of K by ED XRF may be
biased high by ~5% of the reported value, based on routine runs of
USGS rock standards (e.g., a sample with a K2O concentration of
3.5% by ED XRF might yield a concentration of 3.3% by WD XRF).
Thus, element concentrations determined by WD XRF in the liter-
ature may or may not be directly comparable to data presented
herein. All data obtained by ED XRF in the present study and co-
ordinates for sample localities are given in Supplementary Data
Table 1; for major element concentrations obtained by WD XRF,
all data and coordinates for sample localities are given in
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Supplementary Data Table 2.
5. Study regions
Inland dune fields of Quaternary age, most of them stabilized by
vegetation, are common across much of the western USA and
adjacent parts of Canada and Mexico (Fig. 1). Within the USA, these
areas of aeolian sand are concentrated in three physiographic re-
gions, the Basin and Range, the Colorado Plateau, and the Great
Plains. The southern portion of the Basin and Range province is arid
because it is situated under the semi-permanent subtropical high-
pressure cell of the Northern Hemisphere. In the deserts of the
Basin and Range province, dune fields overall are much smaller
than in the Great Plains, but active aeolian sand is more common.
Active dunes in the southwestern deserts can be found in the Kelso
Dunes, Algodones Dunes, Gran Desierto, Medanos de Samalyuca,
and White Sands (Fig. 2).
The Great Plains region (Fig. 3) is semiarid because it lies within
the rain shadow of the north-south-trending Rocky Mountains,
which shield the region to the east from westerly storm tracks.
Active aeolian sand in the Great Plains region is limited to the
southernmost dunes in Texas and New Mexico and a few other
areas where human activities, such as grazing, cultivation, or
development of infrastructure have reactivated previously stabi-
lized sand. Dune fields in the Great Plains, despite their limited
activity, are spatially more extensive than those in the Basin and
Range province, however. The Nebraska Sand Hills dune field, for
example, covers ~50,000 km2 (Fig. 3). Although most dunes in the
Great Plains and many in the Basin and Range deserts are presently
stabilized by vegetation, there is ample evidence that sand in most
dune fields has been active within the late Holocene (Ahlbrandt
et al., 1983; Swinehart, 1990; Stokes and Gaylord, 1993; Madole,
1995; Loope et al., 1995; Arbogast, 1996; Clarke et al., 1996; Muhs
et al., 1996, 1997a, 1997b; Stokes and Swinehart, 1997; Stokes
et al., 1997; Wolfe et al., 2000; Holliday, 2001; Lancaster and
Tchakerian, 2003; Goble et al., 2004; Mason et al., 2004; Forman
et al., 2005; Hall and Goble, 2006, 2015; Miao et al., 2007; Wolfe
and Hugenholtz, 2009; Schmeisser et al., 2010; Rich and Stokes,
2011; Halfen et al., 2012, 2016; Schmeisser McKean et al., 2015).
6. Results
6.1. Mineralogy
Mineralogy of North American dune fields is quite variable, as is
apparent from the Pettijohn plots (Fig. 4b). Although all dune fields
studied, in both the Basin and Range deserts and Great Plains, are
dominated by quartz, K-feldspar and plagioclase, the relative
abundances of these threemineral species showa very broad range.
In the desert region of the southwestern USA and northwestern
Mexico, one can see a continuum in the degree of mineralogical
maturity, from the quartz-rich Parker dunes of Arizona, to the
Sonoyta dunes of Sonora, to the Cadiz-Danby dunes of southern
California (Fig. 5a). A similar difference is seen in the mature
Algodones Dunes of southern California compared to the immature
coastal dunes of arid San Nicolas Island, California (Fig. 5b). In the
Great Plains region, dune fields also show a range in degree of
mineralogical maturity, such as the quartz-rich Nebraska Sand Hills
compared to the somewhat more K-feldspar-rich Great Bend dunes
of Kansas (Fig. 5c). Finally, some dune fields that are widely sepa-
rated and unrelated to one another geomorphically can have
similar compositions, such as the Minot dune field of North Dakota
and the Wray dune field of Colorado (Fig. 5d). Importantly, all dune
fields studied contain sands that are populated by at least some K-
feldspar, unlike some extremely mature dunes in Africa and
Australia that lack K-feldspar entirely (see examples in Muhs,
2004).
6.2. Simple tests of the utility of K/Rb and K/Ba in aeolian sand
A first step in assessing whether or not K/Rb and K/Ba are useful
indicators of dune sand provenance is to assess whether potential
source sediments and dune sands themselves simply show signif-
icant differences from region to region. This notion is predicated on
the idea that whatever the sources of dunes are, rock types differ
from place to place and therefore sediments derived from these
rocks also ought to differ from place to place. For example, it has
been hypothesized for over a century (see Gilbert, 1896) that sed-
iments of Great Plains rivers are possible sources for dunes in that
region. It follows, therefore, that if K/Rb and K/Ba are to be useful
indicators of dune sand provenance in that region, rivers that drain
different rock types should have distinctive K/Rb and K/Ba values in
their sand fractions. Presented here are K/Rb and K/Ba composi-
tions in Great Plains river sands over a north-south distance of
~1500 km, from the Souris River in North Dakota to the Pecos River
in New Mexico and Texas (Fig. 6a). Sediments of the Souris River,
nearby rivers, and deltaic sediments in the same region are ulti-
mately derived from Precambrian crystalline rocks of the Canadian
Shield as well as younger sedimentary rocks (Paleozoic carbonates
and Cretaceous shales) that were eroded by the Laurentide ice
sheet (see discussion in Muhs et al., 1997b; Wolfe et al., 2000).
North Platte River sediments are derived from a wide variety of
sources, including Precambrian crystalline rocks of the Medicine
Bow Mountains, Laramie Mountains, and Granite Mountains of
Wyoming, crystalline rocks from parts of the Front Range and Park
Range in Colorado, and also Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary
rocks in northern Colorado, southern Wyoming, and western
Nebraska. South Platte River sediments are derived primarily from
Precambrian crystalline rocks of the Colorado Front Range, with
smaller contributions from Phanerozoic sedimentary rocks to the
east of these mountains. The Pecos River heads in the Precambrian
rocks of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains of northern New Mexico,
but much of its sediment is derived from Paleozoic and Triassic
sedimentary rocks of eastern New Mexico. These four rivers have
sand-sized sediments that show distinctive fields defined by K/Rb
and K/Ba, with very little overlap, indicating that these are effective
geochemical indices for differentiating alluvial sources of dune
sands (Fig. 6a).
Dune fields also show distinctive K/Rb and K/Ba. In southern
California, some dune fields have K/Rb and K/Ba fields that overlap
slightly, but most are distinctive, even when they are not far apart
geographically (Fig. 6b). In the Great Plains region, dunes from the
northern part of the region (Minot dune field), central part of the
region (Wray dune field), and southern part of the region (Mesca-
lero dunes) show compositions that are distinct from one another
(Fig. 6c). Even within the central Great Plains region, the Nebraska
Sand Hills, Great Bend dunes (Kansas), and Fort Morgan dunes
(Colorado) are distinct from one another and show no overlap
(Fig. 6d).
This simple exercise shows that North American dune fields and
their likely sources can be characterized by distinctive composi-
tions using K/Rb and K/Ba. Further, in some areas where there is, on
the basis of the geology, little possibility of anything other than an
immediate, local source, K/Rb and K/Ba are consistent with that
obvious source. An example of this is the Minot dune field of North
Dakota, found adjacent to the Souris River (Fig. 3). Values of K/Rb
and K/Ba in the Minot dune field (Fig. 6c) overlap the field defined
by K/Rb and K/Ba of Souris River sands (and Pleistocene deltaic
sands associated with the same sediment sources) very closely
(Fig. 6a). In the following sections, an examination is made of
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individual dune fields. Hypotheses of their origins are reviewed and
new assessments are made using K/Rb and K/Ba.
6.3. The Algodones Dunes, southern California and the Yuma Desert
dunes, southern Arizona
In the Colorado Desert of southern California, part of the larger
Sonoran Desert, the Algodones Dunes are some of the best-known
aeolian landforms in North America and the majority of them are
fully active (Figs. 7 and 8). To the west of this active dune field is a
lesser-known aeolian sand body, East Mesa, that hosts linear dunes
and sand sheets that are mostly stabilized by vegetation. Perhaps in
part because of the easy accessibility, the origin of these dunes has
been debated for more than a century and a half by a number of
investigators.
Possible source sediments for the Algodones and East Mesa
dunes have contrasting mineralogical compositions. Sands of
Whitewater River, to the north of the dune field, are derived from
crystalline and metamorphic rocks of the San Bernardino Moun-
tains and thus are rich in feldspars. The same is true of fan sedi-
ments derived from the Chocolate Mountains, which are situated to
the east of the dune fields. In contrast, Lake Cahuilla shoreline
sands, immediately to the west of the dunes, are high in quartz and
depleted in feldspars (Muhs et al., 1995). Lake Cahuilla sands are
derived from sediments of the Colorado River, which at times in its
past flowed into the Salton Trough basin instead of the Gulf of
California. Lake Cahuilla was the water body that was created when
Colorado River diversions of this sort occurred during the Holocene
(Waters, 1983). The high-quartz, low-feldspar composition of Lake
Cahuilla sands is due, therefore, to inheritance from quartz-rich,
feldspar-poor sands of the Colorado River. Although it has not
been specifically determined, it is likely that Colorado River sands
are quartz rich due to sediment derivation from quartz-rich rocks in
the lower part of its drainage basin, which includes the Colorado
Plateau (Fig. 1). Quartz-rich Colorado Plateau rocks that are drained
by the lower Colorado River include the Permian Coconino Sand-
stone and De Chelly Sandstone, and the Triassic-Jurassic Navajo
Sandstone and Kayenta Formation (McKee, 1979).
Examination of K/Rb and K/Ba values in Algodones and East
Mesa dunes and their possible source sediments allows a new, in-
dependent assessment of the origin of these dune fields. Algodones
sands and East Mesa sands have similar compositions and both
show only slight overlap with fan sediments of the nearby Choco-
late Mountains and no overlap at all with Whitewater River sands
(Fig. 9a and b), indicating that these are not likely important source
sediments. However, both dune fields show good agreement with
the compositions of both Colorado River and Lake Cahuilla sands
(Fig. 9c and d). These observations support an interpretation that
the Algodones and East Mesa dunes owe their origins to beach
sediments along the Lake Cahuilla shoreline (the immediate
source), which were in turn derived from sediments of the Colo-
rado River (the ultimate source).
South of the Algodones Dunes, the Gran Desierto sand sea of the
Sonoran Desert is a large dune field, parts of which are also
downwind of the Colorado River (Figs. 7 and 8). A number of in-
vestigators have shown that much of the sand in this large dune
field is derived from the Colorado River (Blount and Lancaster,
1990; Lancaster, 1995b; Kasper-Zubillaga et al., 2007; Scheidt
Fig. 6. Plots of K/Ba vs. K/Rb, representing mostly K-feldspar compositions, for (a) sand fractions of alluvium and/or glacio-deltaic deposits from various Great Plains rivers (locations
in Fig. 3); (b) dune fields from the southwestern USA (locations shown in Fig. 2) and (c) and (d) dune fields from the Great Plains of the USA, showing the ability of these element
ratios to discriminate aeolian sands of different provenance from one another. CA, California; ND, North Dakota; NM, New Mexico; CO, Colorado; KS, Kansas.
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et al., 2011). Scheidt et al. (2011) also demonstrated that local
sources are important around the periphery of this sand sea. The
Yuma Desert dunes and the Fortuna dunes a bit farther to the east
are essentially northward extensions of the Gran Desierto into
southwestern Arizona (Figs. 7 and 8). Landforms composed of
aeolian sand in the Yuma Desert consist of both sand sheets and
coppice dunes (Muhs et al., 2003). K/Rb and K/Ba values show that
the K-feldspar compositions of the Yuma Desert dunes and sand
sheets fall within the range of Colorado River sediments and are not
significantly different from the Algodones and East Mesa dunes
(Fig. 9c and d).
6.4. Aeolian sand transport pathways in the Mojave and Sonoran
Deserts
In the Sonoran Desert of western Arizona, the Parker dunes,
immediately east of the Colorado River (Fig. 10) consist of both
linear and parabolic forms and are at least partially active in places.
Metzger et al. (1973, p. 26) proposed that the dunes are derived
simply from the adjacent Colorado River. However, a concept that
has emerged in Mojave and Sonoran Desert dune studies is the
presence of distinct sand transport pathways over long (up to
~100 km or more) distances and involving inter-basin aeolian
transport of particles (Zimbelman et al., 1995). One implication in
the latter study is that the Parker dunes could be derived from the
Cadiz and Danby dune systems, in Mojave Desert basins to the west
of the Colorado River (in eastern California) through such a sand
transport pathway.
Here, the origin of the Parker dunes is revisited using K/Rb and
K/Ba to test the competing hypotheses of a short-distance Colorado
River origin or longer-range derivation from the Cadiz-Danby dune
system of California. In addition, in the present analysis, the dune
field is examined with respect to its two separate aeolian sand
bodies, the Cactus Plain dunes, north of Bouse Wash and La Posa
Plain, south of Bouse Wash (Fig. 11). Results of K/Rb and K/Ba an-
alyses indicate that aeolian sand in the Parker dune field has very
little compositional overlap with either the Cadiz or the Danby
dunes (Fig.12a). Both of the latter dune fields have limited ranges of
K/Rb and K/Ba variability and are similar to other dune fields
derived from first-cycle granitic alluvium, such as the Dale Lake
sand sheet (Tchakerian,1991), also in theMojave Desert. The Parker
dunes, on the other hand, show a considerable range of variability
of K/Rb and K/Ba values. Dunes in La Posa Plain have K/Rb and K/Ba
values that overlap the range of values for Colorado River sands
(Fig. 12b). However, some aeolian sands of the western Cactus Plain
fall within the range of Colorado River sands and some fall between
the ranges of values for Colorado River sands and BouseWash sands
(Fig. 12c). In the eastern Cactus Plain, most sands fall between the
range of values for Colorado River sands and Bouse Wash sands
(Fig. 12d).
6.5. Dune fields in the Southern High Plains, Texas and New Mexico
Dunes on the Southern High Plains of Texas and New Mexico
Fig. 7. Astronaut photograph ISS036-E-11034 (acquired 21 June 2013 from the International Space Station) of the southwestern USA and northwestern Mexico, showing the
Algodones Dunes, East Mesa dunes, Yuma Desert dunes and Gran Desierto dune field. Image courtesy of NASA Earth Observatory, EOS Project Science Office, NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center.
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(Fig. 13) have been studied for more than 70 years. The most recent
episodes of dune formation occurred in the late Holocene (Holliday,
1990, 2001). Here, the origin of two of the Southern High Plains
dune fields is reexamined using K/Rb and K/Ba values. Both the
Muleshoe dunes and the Lea-Yoakum dunes are east-west-trending
linear aeolian sand bodies (Fig. 13). Dunes within both aeolian sand
bodies are largely parabolic forms that indicate Holocene dune-
building winds from the west, similar to the resultant drift
directions at present. The geomorphology and wind regime imply a
source or sources to the west, which could be either the Pecos River
or some parts of the Blackwater Draw Formation. The Blackwater
Draw Formation is a complex of Quaternary aeolian sheet sands
with intercalated paleosols that may span as much as 1.4 Ma
(Holliday, 1989, 1990; Gustavson and Holliday, 1999). It is extensive
over the Southern High Plains, east of the Pecos River (Fig. 13).
Results of geochemical analyses show that these two dune
Fig. 8. (a) Map of the Algodones Dunes, East Mesa dunes, Yuma Desert dunes and part of the Gran Desierto dune field, potential sand sources for some of these dune fields
(Colorado River, Whitewater River, alluvial fans of the Chocolate Mountains, former Lake Cahuilla shoreline sediments), and sand roses showing wind data for nearby weather
stations (calculated using methods in Fryberger and Dean, 1979; DP ¼ drift potential; RDP ¼ resultant drift potential). Map modified slightly from Muhs et al. (1995); Lake Cahuilla
shoreline from Waters (1983); (b) Ground photograph of fully active sand in the southern Algodones Dunes. Photograph by D.R. Muhs.
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sources have distinctive fields defined by K/Rb and K/Ba values,
with only a slight amount of overlap (Fig. 14a and b). Aeolian sand
in theMuleshoe dune field has K/Rb and K/Ba values that fall mostly
within the range defined by the Blackwater Draw Formation or
slightly beyond it (Fig. 14a). Only a single sample falls within the
range of K/Rb and K/Ba values defined by Pecos River alluvium. The
Lea-Yoakum dune field has several localities where K/Rb and K/Ba
values fall within or near the range of Pecos River alluvium, but
most fall within the field defined by the Blackwater Draw Forma-
tion (Fig. 14b).
6.6. Great Bend dunes, Kansas
Dunes along the Arkansas River in Colorado and Kansas have
been studied for more than a century, going back at least as far as
the work of Gilbert (1896). Aeolian sands occur almost continu-
ously along the south side of the Arkansas River, from near La Junta,
Colorado to Wichita, Kansas (Fig. 15a). Gilbert (1896, p. 580) spec-
ulated that the Arkansas River valley was the source of the dunes, at
least in Colorado, transported by northwesterly winds. Resultant
drift directions calculated for Pueblo and La Junta, Colorado, as well
as Garden City, Kansas indicate dominant dune-forming winds
from the northwest, which supports Gilbert's (1896) hypothesis.
Orientations of Holocene dunes along the Arkansas River in eastern
Colorado and westernmost Kansas are largely consistent with
northwesterly dune-building winds as well. From Dodge City east
to Wichita, however, resultant drift directions indicate dominant
dune-forming winds from the southwest and Holocene dune ori-
entations also indicate southerly or southwesterly winds (Fig. 15a;
see also Arbogast, 1996, 1998; Arbogast and Johnson, 1998;
Arbogast and Muhs, 2000). Nevertheless, the majority of aeolian
sand bodies from Dodge City east to Wichita are situated on the
southern side of the Arkansas River, as is the case inwestern Kansas
and eastern Colorado. Few sources of sand exist to the south of the
Great Bend dunes, despite the evidence for modern southerly
winds as a control on the movement of aeolian sand in this dune
field. The contradictory observations of dune building from
southerly winds and lack of a sand source has generated debate
about the origin of aeolian sand in central and western Kansas for
more than 60 years.
In the present study, the possible source sediments of the Great
Bend dunes were investigated using K/Rb and K/Ba values in late
Holocene aeolian sand, modern Arkansas River alluvium found to
the north of the Great Bend dunes, and older Pleistocene alluvium
found to the south of the dunes (Fig. 15b). Results indicate that
although compositions are very similar, modern Arkansas River
Fig. 9. Plots of K/Ba vs. K/Rb for (a) Algodones Dunes, Chocolate Mountains alluvial fan sands and Whitewater River sands; (b) East Mesa dunes, Chocolate Mountains alluvial fan
sands, and Whitewater River sands; (c) Lake Cahuilla shoreline sands and Colorado River sands; and (d) Algodones Dunes, East Mesa dunes, Yuma Desert dunes, Lake Cahuilla
shoreline sands, and Colorado River sands.
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Fig. 10. Map of southeastern California and adjacent Arizona, showing dune fields (brown shaded areas), alluvium-filled basins (white areas), and mostly granitic mountain ranges
(grey stippled areas). Distribution of aeolian sand in California taken from Bishop (1963) and Jennings (1967); distribution of aeolian sand in Arizona taken from Muhs et al. (2003)
and Fig. 11. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 11. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand in the Parker dunes, Arizona (brown shaded areas), sample localities (filled black circles), and dune-forming paleowinds
inferred from linear and parabolic dune orientations (arrows). Aeolian sand distribution mapped by the author from 1:24,000 aerial photographs and redrawn from Muhs et al.
(2003). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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alluvium and Pleistocene alluvium (south of the Great Bend dunes)
have very slight differences (Fig. 14c and d). Specifically, Pleistocene
alluvium has a somewhat greater range of K/Ba compared to
modern Arkansas River alluvium. Furthermore, although Great
Bend dunes differ little from Pleistocene alluvium in their K/Rb and
K/Ba compositions, the dunes fall squarely within the range of
modern Arkansas River alluvium. It should be noted, however, that
the upper range of K/Rb in modern Arkansas River alluvium is
controlled by a single point.
6.7. Origin of northeastern Colorado dune fields
Aeolian sand, both of Pleistocene and Holocene age, is wide-
spread over northeastern Colorado (Fig. 16) and has been mapped
several times (Scott, 1968, 1978; Sharps, 1976, 1980; Muhs, 1985;
Madole, 1995; Muhs et al., 1996; Madole et al., 2005). Aeolian
sand of Pleistocene age in northeastern Colorado is often expressed
geomorphically as sheet sands, whereas Holocene-aged aeolian
sand is typically expressed as parabolic dunes, in both simple and
compound forms. Muhs et al. (1996) recognized three dune fields
dominated by late Holocene sand, including the Fort Morgan dunes
(those immediately to the south of the South Platte River), theWray
dune field, farther to the southeast and extending into Nebraska,
and the Greeley dune field, found to the north of the South Platte
River (Fig. 16). In all three of these dune fields, late Holocene
parabolic dunes usually have arms that point to the northwest,
indicating paleowinds from that direction (Figs. 16e18). Further-
more, in the Wray dune field, particle size data for Holocene dunes
indicate a general northwest-to-southeast decrease in mean par-
ticle size, consistent with the dune geomorphology indicating
northwesterly paleowinds (Fig. 18). Potential source sediments for
these dune fields include alluvium from the South Platte River, and
bedrock from the Cretaceous Fox Hills Sandstone, the Cretaceous
Laramie Formation, and the Tertiary Ogallala Formation (Figs. 17
and 18). The Tertiary White River Group is also extensive in
northeastern Colorado (Fig. 17), but is dominated by silt-sized
particles.
The Fort Morgan dune field contains aeolian sand bodies that
collectively parallel the South Platte River, to the south of this
drainage (Figs. 16 and 17). With modern winds from the northwest
(Fig. 16), this geographic association, along with parabolic dune
orientations indicating paleowinds from the northwest, would
Fig. 12. Plots of K/Ba vs. K/Rb for (a) all of the Parker-area dunes, Cadiz Dunes, Danby dunes [see Fig. 10 for location] and aeolian sand of the Dale Lake sand sheet [see Fig. 2 for
location]; (b) Parker dunes (La Posa Plain only; see Fig. 11), Bouse Wash sands, Colorado River sands near Parker, and Colorado River sands near Yuma; (c) Parker dunes (west Cactus
Plain only; see Fig. 11), Bouse Wash sands, Colorado River sands near Parker, and Colorado River sands near Yuma; and (d) Parker dunes (east Cactus Plain only; see Fig. 11), Bouse
Wash sands, Colorado River sands near Parker, and Colorado River sands near Yuma.
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suggest that alluvium of the South Platte River is a likely candidate
source sediment. In addition, however, bodies of the Cretaceous
Laramie Formation (sandstone) as well as the Ogallala Formation,
are also situated to the northwest of the Fort Morgan dune field,
although most of these rocks are found north of the South Platte
River, which could be a barrier to southward sand transport
(Fig. 17). Compositional fields defined by K/Rb and K/Ba values for
South Platte River sands and Laramie Formation sands are
distinctive (Fig. 19a). Although the Laramie Formation and the
Ogallala Formation also have distinctive compositions, sands from
the latter formation and those from the South Platte River overlap
(Fig. 19b). Indeed, South Platte River sands have K/Rb and K/Ba
compositions that fall completely within the larger geochemical
field defined by the Ogallala Formation (Fig. 19c). This result is not
surprising, as studies of Tertiary paleodrainage indicate that an
ancient South Platte River likely drainedmuch of the same region in
Colorado as the modern South Platte River (Swinehart et al., 1985).
Fort Morgan dunes do not fall into the field defined by the
Laramie Formation, which eliminates that formation as a source
(Fig. 19c). Many Fort Morgan dune samples fall into the range for
the South Platte River, a fewmore fall outside this range, but within
the field of the Ogallala Formation, and three more fall outside of
both fields (Fig. 19c). It is interesting to note that the half-dozen
samples with the highest K/Ba values were all collected in the
westernmost part of the dune field, suggesting there may be
another, as yet unidentified source.
For the Wray dune field, both the orientations of late Holocene
parabolic dunes and decreasing mean particle size indicate that
paleowinds that deposited the sand came from the northwest
(Fig. 18). The two main candidate source sediments that lie to the
northwest of the Wray dune field are fluvial sands of the South
Platte River (Fig. 16) and sands of the Tertiary Ogallala Formation
(Fig. 18). Nevertheless, although some late Holocene dune sands in
the Wray dune field fall within the range of South Platte River
sediments, a significant number of samples do not, indicating
possible derivation from the Ogallala Formation.
In order to investigate possible changes in aeolian sand sources
over time in the Wray dune field, a thick (~9 m) quarry exposure of
dune sand reported by Muhs et al. (1999) was studied (Fig. 20;
location shown in Fig. 18). The exposure is remarkable for its
display of primary bedding (Fig. 20a and b), but also secondary
features such as paleosols (Fig. 20a and b), probable bison hoof
prints (Fig. 20c), and cicada burrows (Fig. 20d). A thin layer of
aeolian sand at the top of the section is interpreted to be historic.
Below this, from depths of ~0.9 m to ~5.8 m, well-bedded aeolian
sand hosts a paleosol with an A/AC/C profile in its upper part and is
interpreted to be of late Holocene age. A paleosol with a thick,
cumulic A horizon in its upper part and clay lamellae in its lower
part is developed in an older aeolian sand and is found below the
package of late Holocene aeolian sand. At the time of sampling, this
unit extended to a depth of ~9 m. Its age is unknown. Mason et al.
(2011) documented late Holocene aeolian sand overlying early
Holocene/latest Pleistocene aeolian sand elsewhere in the Wray
dune field, so it is possible the unit is as old as late Pleistocene.
A trench through the main part of the Wray quarry section was
sampled (Fig. 20a) for geochemical analyses. Results for K/Rb, with
a very few exceptions, would permit an interpretation of either a
South Platte River source, an Ogallala Formation source or both
(Fig. 21). However, K/Ba results indicate that much of the aeolian
sand in the section was more likely derived from the Ogallala For-
mation (Fig. 21).
K/Rb and K/Ba values were determined for late Holocene aeolian
sands in the Greeley dune field and bedrock units upwind from it,
including the Fox Hills Sandstone, the Laramie Formation, and the
Ogallala Formation (Fig. 17). Results show that the Greeley dunes
have a composition that is distinct from other Colorado dune fields,
with the Greeley dunes having generally lower K/Ba than either the
Fort Morgan or Wray dunes (Fig. 22a). The Fox Hills Sandstone has
very high K/Rb and generally higher K/Ba compared to the Greeley
dunes (Fig. 22b). There is fair agreement in the compositional range
Fig. 13. Aeolian sand distribution (brown shaded areas) in the Southern High Plains region of Texas, New Mexico, and Oklahoma (from compilation by Muhs and Holliday [1995]
and sources therein, but field-checked by those authors), distribution of the Blackwater Draw Formation (orange shaded areas; from Holliday, 1989; Hartman and Scranton, 1992;
Soller and Reheis, 2004), and annual wind RDD and RDP (length of arrow is proportional to wind strength), computed by the author using method of Fryberger and Dean (1979).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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of the Greeley dunes with that of the Ogallala Formation (Fig. 22c).
There is also fairly good agreement with the K/Rb and K/Ba
compositional field of Laramie Formation sands (Fig. 22c and d),
indicating that this formation, or alluvium derived from it, could be
a major source of sand. South Platte River sands, however, show
almost no overlap with the Greeley dunes (Fig. 22d).
6.8. Southwestern Nebraska dune fields
Although the Nebraska Sand Hills dune field is the largest
(stabilized) erg in North America (Fig. 3), there are smaller, “satel-
lite” dune fields around this larger sand sea. Two of these dune
fields in southwestern Nebraska have been referred to informally as
the Lincoln County dune field (¼ the “Dickens” dune field of
Winspear and Pye [1996]) and the Imperial dune field complex
(Muhs et al., 2000), both situated to the south of the Nebraska Sand
Hills (Fig. 23). Both of these dune fields also lie to the south of the
South Platte River and North Platte River. Modern, sand-
transporting winds come from the northwest (Fig. 24). Studies by
both Winspear and Pye (1996) and Muhs et al. (2000) indicate that
aeolian sands in the Lincoln County dune field have quartz and K-
feldspar abundances that are intermediate between sand of the
Nebraska Sand Hills and sands of the South Platte River. This sug-
gests the possibility that both of these latter sediment bodies could
have been sources for the Lincoln County dune field.
Geochemical analyses show that the Nebraska Sand Hills, sands
of the South Platte River and sands of the North Platte River have
distinctive fields defined by K/Rb and K/Ba (Fig. 25a). Lincoln
County dunes have K/Rb and K/Ba compositions that fall between
the fields defined by these ratios for the Nebraska Sand Hills and
the South Platte River, but also fall squarely within the range of
North Platte River sands (Fig. 25b). Furthermore, this K/Rb and K/Ba
composition is consistent over two periods of dune accretion
(separated by a paleosol), as seen within a 6-m-thick core obtained
from a single dune, shown as the “NE-135A auger hole” locality
(Figs. 24 and 26).
Aeolian sands of the Imperial dune fields (Fig. 24) have been
dated in deep cores to as old as the latest Pleistocene and to as
young as the latest Holocene (Mason et al., 2011). Sources similar to
those of the Lincoln County dune field can be hypothesized. In
addition, however, Ogallala Formation bedrock is exposed at the
surface upwind of the Imperial dune fields (Fig. 23). Furthermore,
Bettis et al. (2003; their Fig. 12) note that Ogallala Formation
bedrock is found at shallow depths below thin loess upwind of the
Imperial dune fields. In some places, Ogallala Formation bedrock is
also found immediately below late Pleistocene aeolian sand in the
Imperial dunes (see Fig. 4g of Mason et al., [2011]). All these ob-
servations indicate that in addition to candidate sand sources
identified for the Lincoln County dunes, sands from the Ogallala
Formation could also be considered as possible sources for the
Imperial dunes. Results of K/Rb and K/Ba analyses indicate that late
Holocene sands of the Imperial dunes fall between the
Fig. 14. Plots of K/Ba vs. K/Rb for the (a) Muleshoe dunes (Texas and New Mexico), Blackwater Draw Formation, and Pecos River alluvium; (b) Lea-Yoakum dunes (Texas and New
Mexico), Blackwater Draw Formation, and Pecos River alluvium; (c) Great Bend dunes (Kansas) and modern Arkansas River alluvium; and (d) Great Bend dunes (Kansas) and
Pleistocene alluvium, possibly derived from the Arkansas River.
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compositional fields of the Nebraska Sand Hills and the South Platte
River, but closer to South Platte River sands (Fig. 25c). Further, many
of the Imperial dunes fall within or close to the compositional field
of the Ogallala Formation.
Finally, smaller occurrences of aeolian sand are found on the
interfluve between the North Platte River and South Platte River
(Fig. 24). These patches of aeolian sand are as much as ~3m ormore
thick in places and host weakly developed A/AC/C profiles, similar
to the surface soils in late Holocene aeolian sand over much of the
Nebraska Sand Hills, the Lincoln County dune field, and the
Fig. 15. (a) Aeolian sand distribution (brown shaded areas) along the Arkansas River and adjacent areas (Muhs and Holliday, 1995, and references therein), annual wind RDP (length
of arrow is proportional to wind strength) and RDD for six localities in eastern Colorado and western Kansas, calculated by the author. Paleowinds are derived from orientations of
stabilized sand dunes. Paleowinds in eastern Colorado are from Madole (1995), for the Great Bend Sand Prairie from Arbogast and Johnson (1998), and for western Kansas from
Arbogast and Muhs (2000). (b) Surficial geology of the Great Bend Sand Prairie dunes area and sample localities. Geology from Arbogast (1996, 1998) and Arbogast and Johnson
(1998). Note that one additional Arkansas River sample was collected just beyond the western border of the map. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Imperial dune fields. In these sands, K/Rb and K/Ba fall between the
compositional fields of the Nebraska Sand Hills and North Platte
River sands or within the North Platte River sand field (Fig. 25d).
6.9. The Nebraska Sand Hills
The Nebraska Sand Hills region extends over more than
50,000 km2 and is the largest dune field in North America (Figs. 3
and 27). Almost all of the region is stabilized by vegetation, but
many studies conducted in the past two decades have documented
that not only was the dune field active in late Pleistocene time
(Mason et al., 2011), but virtually all of it has seen activity in the late
Holocene (Swinehart and Diffendal, 1990; Muhs et al., 1997a;
Stokes and Swinehart, 1997; Mason et al., 2004; Forman et al.,
2005; Miao et al., 2007; Schmeisser McKean et al., 2015) and
even historic time (Muhs and Holliday, 1995). These studies have
shown that this large dune field is highly sensitive to changes in
moisture regime that control the degree of stabilizing vegetation.
Nevertheless, the “50,000 km2 gorilla in the room” that is rarely
discussed is the source of the sand itself.
Here, five possible sources of aeolian sand for the Nebraska
Sand Hills are considered, although it is emphasized that these
need not be the only sources possible. Two of these are uncon-
solidated fluvial sediments, sands from the North Platte River and
South Platte River, both which are situated mostly to the
southwest or south of the dune field (Fig. 27). Other possible
source sediments for the Nebraska Sand Hills are of pre-
Quaternary age. Pliocene sheet sands, some thought to be of
aeolian origin, occur beneath the Nebraska Sand Hills. These
sediments, mostly unconsolidated, are at least 20 m thick in pla-
ces. The full geographic extent of these Pliocene sands is unknown,
but a minimum distribution has been documented by Myers
(1993), Swinehart et al. (1994b), and May et al. (1995), and is
shown in Fig. 27. In the present study, 18 samples from six local-
ities where Pliocene sands are exposed were analyzed. Two other
possible dune sources northwest of the Nebraska Sand Hills are
the Tertiary Ogallala Formation and the somewhat older Tertiary
Arikaree Formation (Fig. 28).
Sands of the North Platte and South Platte Rivers have K/Rb and
K/Ba compositions that are mostly distinct from one another, as
noted earlier (Fig. 29a). These possible source sediments overlap
very little with those of the Nebraska Sand Hills (Fig. 29b). Pliocene
sediments, favored by May et al. (1995) and presumably by
Winspear and Pye (1996) as a likely source for the Nebraska Sand
Hills, show a partial overlap with the aeolian sands (Fig. 29b).
Although the composition of the Pliocene sediments is somewhat
closer to those of the Nebraska Sand Hills than is the case with the
North and South Platte Rivers, it would appear that this is at best a
contributing, rather than primary source. The two bedrock units,
the Arikaree and Ogallala Formations, show more variability than
Fig. 16. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand (brown shaded areas) in northeastern Colorado and adjacent parts of Nebraska, sand roses showing wind data for nearby
weather stations (calculated by the author using methods in Fryberger and Dean, 1979; DP ¼ drift potential; RDP ¼ resultant drift potential), and Holocene paleowinds (thin, black
arrows). Redrawn from Muhs et al. (1996) and Bettis et al. (2003; their Fig. 12). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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do the other sediments (Fig. 29c). The Tertiary Arikaree Formation,
found to the northwest of the Nebraska Sand Hills (Fig. 28), shows
more overlap in K/Rb and K/Ba composition with the Sand Hills
dunes than either the rivers or the Pliocene sediments (Fig. 29d).
The Tertiary Ogallala Formation underlies much of the Nebraska
Sand Hills (Swinehart and Diffendal, 1990) and occurs to the
northwest of the dune field as well (Fig. 28). Where this formation
crops out in Nebraska, South Dakota and Wyoming, it differs in
composition from that in Colorado (compare Figs. 19b and 29c).
Outside of Colorado, the Ogallala Formation sands have about the
same range of K/Ba as those in Colorado, but have a greater (and
higher) range of K/Rb. This result is not surprising because recon-
structed Tertiary paleodrainages (Swinehart et al., 1985) indicate
that what was likely an ancestral North Platte River had its sources
in Wyoming (similar to the modern North Platte River) whereas an
ancestral, Tertiary South Platte River had its main sources in
Fig. 17. Map showing the distribution of aeolian sand (brown shaded areas) and geology in a portion of northeastern Colorado. Also shown are sampling localities (filled circles) and
late Holocene paleowinds based on dune orientations. Geologic units: Qes, aeolian sand; Qal, Quaternary alluvium (undifferentiated); To, Ogallala Formation; Twr, White River
Formation; TKdl, Denver Formation; Kl, Laramie Formation; Kf, Fox Hills Sandstone; Klf, Laramie Formation and Fox Hills Sandstone, undifferentiated. Bedrock geologic units
redrawn in simplified form from Tweto (1979). Aeolian sand distribution is from the present study, mapped and field-checked by the author using 1:56,000 color infrared NHAP
(National High Altitude Photography, USGS) aerial photographs as a mapping base. Holocene paleowinds derived from dune orientations are also from the present study. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Colorado (similar to the modern South Platte River). The portion of
the compositional field of the Ogallala Formation that has the
highest K/Rb shows the greatest overlap with the Nebraska Sand
Hills of any of the possible source sediments.
It is important, in a large dune field such as the Nebraska Sand
Hills, to consider whether multiple sources may have contributed
to the aeolian sands and whether the sources may have changed
over time. As shown earlier, although source sediments apparently
did not change over time in the Lincoln County dune field, they did
apparently change over the course of aeolian sand deposition
within the Wray dune field of eastern Colorado. Here, K/Rb and K/
Ba are examined in sands from two deep drill holes in dunes of the
Nebraska Sand Hills (Gudmundsen Ranch, NE, ~N42.08,
~W101.44; and near Nenzel, NE, ~N42.996, ~W101.11), studied
earlier by Muhs et al. (1997a). Although the Nenzel locality is un-
dated and the upper few meters of the dunes at Gudmundsen date
to the late Holocene (Schmeisser McKean et al., 2015), plant ma-
terials from beneath the aeolian sand at a depth of ~46 m at Gud-
mundsen yielded a radiocarbon age of ~15,000 cal yr BP (Swinehart
and Diffendal, 1990). Samples collected at various depths from the
cores at these two localities show that K/Rb and K/Ba in the sands
fall within the overall range of values for these element pairs found
throughout the Nebraska Sand Hills (Fig. 30). Thus, it can be
inferred from this that either the source of sand has not changed
over much of the past ~15,000 yr, or perhaps more likely, sand from
one ormore sources has beenwell mixed through aeolian transport
over this time period or prior to it.
7. Discussion
7.1. Use of K/Rb and K/Ba as indicators of diversity of dune and dune
source compositions
Results of the analyses given here show that K/Rb and K/Ba, as
measures of K-feldspar composition, are effective geochemical in-
dicators of dune sand provenance. A plot of these two ratios shows
that aeolian-sand-sized sediments in major river systems of the
Great Plains are distinct from one another, reflecting the different
rock types that these rivers drain (Fig. 6a). Similar plots for dune
fields throughout North America show that aeolian sands in each
region are distinct from one another, both in the arid regions of the
Basin and Range (Fig. 6b) and the semiarid Great Plains (Fig. 6c and
d). This simple exercise shows that K/Rb and K/Ba are potentially
effective discriminators for K-feldspars derived from different
source sediments, in turn derived from different rock types. A
revisiting of dune fields frommany parts of North America, using K/
Rb and K/Ba values of aeolian sands and source sediments shows
that some previous interpretations of dune field origins are sup-
ported, whereas in other dune fields, the data provide new insights
and may require some modification of existing hypotheses.
Fig. 18. Map of aeolian sand in the Wray dune field, as well as other geologic units, sample localities (filled circles), mean particle size (in phi units) shown as dashed isolines, and
sand roses showing wind data for nearby weather stations (calculated by the author using methods in Fryberger and Dean, 1979; DP ¼ drift potential; RDP ¼ resultant drift
potential). Geology compiled from Scott (1978), Sharps (1980), Ross et al. (1991), Muhs et al. (1999), Bettis et al. (2003; their Fig. 12). Qal, alluvium; Qes, aeolian sand; Qp, Peoria
Loess; To, Ogallala Formation.
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7.2. Origin of the Algodones Dunes, East Mesa dunes, and Yuma
Desert dunes, Sonoran Desert
In the Sonoran Desert of southeastern California, there has been
considerable debate about the origin of the Algodones Dunes
(active) and the nearby East Mesa dunes (stabilized). One of the
early investigators of dunes in the deserts of southern California
was Blake (1857), who thought that Algodones dunes were derived
from a gravel plain (presumably alluvial sediments) under north-
erly winds, but he is not specific as to which deposits he means. In
contrast, Brown (1923) proposed a much more specific source for
the Algodones Dunes, namely beach sediments from ancient Lake
Cahuilla (Fig. 8). As discussed earlier, Lake Cahuilla was a former
water body that filled a portion of the region when the Colorado
River was naturally diverted into the Salton Basin in the Holocene
instead of flowing into the Gulf of California, as it does at present
(Fig. 7). The modern Salton Sea formed as a result of a similar
diversion (due to both natural causes and flow regulation) in his-
torical time. Norris and Norris (1961) proposed that most sediment
entering the Colorado Desert region is derived from the San Ber-
nardino Mountains via Whitewater River and other drainages from
the north, and from streams draining the Peninsular Ranges to the
east (Fig. 8). These investigators felt that little sediment was
contributed to the basin by small streams draining the Chocolate
Mountains to the east, or from the Colorado River. They ultimately
concluded that the primary source of the Algodones dune field was
Lake Cahuilla sediments, but considered that the latter were
derived from fluvial sediments of the Whitewater River, with al-
luvial fan sediments derived from the Chocolate Mountains being a
secondary source, a conclusion also accepted byMcCoy et al. (1967).
Later workers, however, considered that Colorado River sediments
were more important as sources for both Lake Cahuilla sands and
aeolian sediments in the region (Merriam, 1969; Van de Kamp,
1973; Loeltz et al., 1975; Smith, 1982; Sweet et al., 1988, 1991;
Dohrenwend and Smith, 1991). Some of these investigators pre-
sented mineralogical data in support of this hypothesis and others
did not. Muhs et al. (1995) studied the mineralogy and geochem-
istry of Whitewater River sands, Chocolate Mountain fan sands,
Lake Cahuilla sands, and Colorado River sands and compared these
data to the compositions of Algodones Dunes and East Mesa dune
sands. They concluded that both Algodones and East Mesa dune
sands originated from Lake Cahuilla sands, which in turn were
derived from Colorado River sands. Independently, Winspear and
Pye (1995) also conducted mineralogical and geochemical studies
of the Algodones Dunes and Colorado River sediments and reached
the same conclusions as Muhs et al. (1995).
Fig. 19. Plots of K/Ba vs. K/Rb for (a) the Laramie Formation and modern South Platte River sands; (b) the Laramie Formation, Ogallala Formation, and modern South Platte River
sands; (c) the Laramie Formation, Ogallala Formation, and South Platte River sands compared to late Holocene aeolian sands of the Fort Morgan dune field (some localities shown in
Fig. 17; others occur to the east, in the area shown in Fig. 16); and (d) Ogallala Formation and South Platte River sands compared to late Holocene aeolian sands of the Wray dune
field (localities shown in Fig. 18).
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The new results presented here show that K/Rb and K/Ba of the
Algodones Dunes and East Mesa dunes are similar, supporting the
interpretation of a common origin (Fig. 9). Further, K/Rb and K/Ba in
both dune fields have values that do not show close overlap with
sands from nearby Chocolate Mountain alluvial fans or Whitewater
River sands, derived from the San Bernardino Mountains. Instead,
K/Rb and K/Ba from the Algodones Dunes and East Mesa dunes
show good agreement with those from both Lake Cahuilla sands
and Colorado River sands, supporting an immediate origin from
Lake Cahuilla sediments and an ultimate origin from the Colorado
River. Through this interesting geomorphic history, then, a coun-
terintuitive conclusion can be drawn, namely that the Colorado
River, which is downwind from the Algodones and East Mesa sands,
is the ultimate source of these dune fields. East et al. (2015) reached
a similar conclusion in their studies of the origin of dunes in the
Thar Desert of India, where the ultimate (but not immediate)
source of sand is downwind of the dunes.
Direct derivation of aeolian sand from the Colorado River,
however, is apparent in the data presented here for the Yuma
Desert dunes, to the southeast of the Algodones Dunes (Figs. 7 and
8). Breed (1999) speculated that the Yuma Desert dunes were
derived from alluvium eroded from the Gila Mountains, situated to
the northeast of the Yuma Desert. These mountains are composed
ofMesozoic gneiss, schist, and granite (Wilson,1960; Olmsted et al.,
1973). In contrast, Muhs et al. (2003) used geochemistry to infer a
K-feldspar-poor composition of the Yuma Desert dunes and hy-
pothesized a Colorado River origin. One problem with the inter-
pretation of Muhs et al. (2003) is that if abrasion and ballistic
impacts had occurred over a long period within the Quaternary in
the Yuma Desert, the dunes there could have a low K-feldspar
composition due simply to erosional loss, rather than derivation
from a quartz-rich source such as the Colorado River. Thus, if the
Yuma Desert sands were ultimately derived from the Gila Moun-
tains as proposed by Breed (1999) and then subjected to repeated
K-feldspar loss, the result could still be a K-feldspar-poor dune field.
The results presented here show, however, that dunes and sand
sheets of the Yuma Desert have K/Rb and K/Ba compositions similar
to the Algodones Dunes and East Mesa dunes, indicating a common
Colorado River source. An interesting difference between the Yuma
Desert dunes and the Algodones/East Mesa dunes is that while both
were ultimately derived from the Colorado River, the former were
directly derived from the river, whereas the latter were not.
Fig. 20. (a) Stratigraphy and structures of the left arm of a parabolic dune exposed in a quarry at Wray, Colorado, and location of trench shown in detail in Fig. 21 (modified from
Muhs et al., 1999); (b) photograph of the western part of the exposure shown in (a); (c) photograph of deformed beds (arrows) in the main part of the eastern side of the exposure
shown in (a), interpreted to be bison hoofprints; (d) photograph of cicada burrows (arrows) cutting across beds in the main part of the eastern side of the exposure shown in (a). All
photographs by D.R. Muhs.
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7.3. Sand transport pathways in the southwestern USA and origin
of the Parker dunes, Arizona
Debate about the origin of the Parker dunes of western Arizona
has centered on local vs. distal sources of sand. Metzger et al. (1973,
p. 26) hypothesized that dunes in the Parker area were derived
simply from alluvium of the nearby Colorado River to the west. In
contrast, a concept that emerged from remote sensing studies of
the Mojave and Sonoran Deserts of southeastern California and
adjacent Arizona is that there may be distinct sand transport
pathways from basin to basin within the region (Zimbelman et al.,
1995). The latter workers recognized two pathways of sand trans-
port through topographic basins by analysis of Landsat imagery and
dune geomorphology. Lancaster and Tchakerian (1996) expanded
the sand transport pathway concept, and Clarke and Rendell (1998)
added a third pathway. One of the hypothesized pathways pro-
posed by Zimbelman et al. (1995) is a northwest-to southeast-
trending route from the Cadiz and Danby dune fields in California,
across the Colorado River, and over to the Parker dunes (Fig. 10).
Thus, in contrast to the simple explanation of Metzger et al. (1973),
this mechanism would imply that the Parker-area dunes are
essentially extensions of the Cadiz and Danby dune fields and
would require aeolian sand transport across the Colorado River
valley. Transport of aeolian sand from California across the
Colorado River valley to Arizona would presumably have taken
place during very arid periods of the Quaternary, when river
discharge was essentially zero and the valley would have been dry,
at least seasonally. In two later studies, Zimbelman and Williams
(2002) and Muhs et al. (2003) tested this hypothesis with miner-
alogical and geochemical studies. Both studies reported higher
quartz contents in the Parker dunes compared to the Cadiz and
Danby dunes. The quartz contents and geochemistry of the Parker
dunes are, however, very similar to Colorado River sediments that
are immediately to the west of the dune field. Both studies
concluded that the simpler explanation ofMetzger et al. (1973) for a
Colorado River origin for the Parker dunes was more likely.
One flaw in the interpretations of the studies by Zimbelman and
Williams (2002) and Muhs et al. (2003), however, is that it is
possible that long-distance transport of sand to the east and/or a
longer history of dune activity within the Parker dunes could have
resulted in feldspar depletion within the Parker dunes. This
mechanism could explain the difference in mineralogical compo-
sition between the Cadiz/Danby and Parker dunes without having
to appeal to different sources for the two dune fields. Examination
of K/Rb and K/Ba values in the Cadiz, Danby, and Parker dunes
shows, however, that while the Cadiz and Danby dunes have similar
compositions, the Parker dunes have distinctive K/Rb and K/Ba
compositions, indicating K-feldspar populations that were derived
Fig. 21. Detail of trench stratigraphy shown in Fig. 20, and organic matter content (done by the Walkley-Black method; data from Muhs et al., 1999), K/Rb, and K/Ba of aeolian sand
and soils shown as a function of depth. Also shown are ranges of K/Rb and K/Ba in modern fluvial sands of the South Platte River and sand of the Ogallala Formation in Colorado
(data from Fig. 19).
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from different sources (Fig. 12). Thus, the interpretations of
Zimbelman and Williams (2002) and Muhs et al. (2003) of a Col-
orado River influence are still supported by the K/Rb and K/Ba data.
An unexpected result, however, is that while many of the Parker
dune sands have K/Rb and K/Ba compositions close to those of
Colorado River sands, other sands in this dune field, particularly in
the Cactus Plain area, have K/Rb and K/Ba compositions that are
intermediate between those of the Colorado River and BouseWash,
a local tributary to the Colorado River (Figs. 11 and 12). Thus, while
the interpretations of Zimbelman and Williams (2002) and Muhs
et al. (2003) that the Parker dunes are not derived from the Cadiz
and Danby dunes is retained from the present analysis, the infer-
ence that the Colorado River is the sole source of the Parker dunes is
apparently an oversimplification. Further, the degree of influence of
Bouse Wash sands on dune composition is variable; dunes on La
Posa Plain, south of Bouse Wash, fall closer to the compositional
field of Colorado River sands (at least those near Yuma), whereas
dunes on the Cactus Plain, particularly the eastern part, fall some-
what closer to the compositional field of BouseWash (Fig. 12b, c, d).
These observations are consistent with dune-forming winds from
the southwest, based on the orientations of linear and parabolic
dunes (Fig. 11). Thus, Bouse Wash emerges as a probable local,
secondary source for at least some of the Parker dunes. The new
analyses presented here, while supporting some previous in-
terpretations of the importance of the Colorado River as a source of
dune sand, also show that local sources of alluvium can be
important. This new finding is not apparent from the element
concentration data given in Zimbelman and Williams (2002) and
Muhs et al. (2003).
7.4. Origin of dunes in the Southern High Plains, Texas and New
Mexico
The origin of dunes on the Southern High Plains of Texas and
NewMexico has been debated for more than seven decades. Hefley
and Sidwell (1945) proposed that aeolian sands in at least some of
the dune fields of the Southern High Plains were derived from
underlying “Tertiary and early Pleistocene deposits,” which can be
interpreted to mean the Ogallala Formation and Blackwater Draw
Formation, respectively. In one of his summary statements of
Fig. 22. Plots of K/Ba vs. K/Rb for the (a) Greeley dunes of northeastern Colorado (filled black squares) compared to ranges of these values in the Fort Morgan and Wray dune fields
(shaded areas; taken from Fig. 19); (b) Greeley dune field and Fox Hills Sandstone (note scale change); (c) Greeley dunes and sands from the Laramie and Ogallala Formations; and
(d) Greeley dunes, South Platte River sands, and sands from the Laramie Formation.
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decades of work, Lugn (1968) stated categorically that the older
Tertiary Ogallala Formation was the main source of Pleistocene and
Holocene aeolian sand for the entire Great Plains region, from
Nebraska to Texas. In still another view, Green (1961), Hawley et al.
(1976), and Carlisle andMarrs (1982) suggested that the dune fields
of the Southern High Plains owed their origins to funneling of
winds through reentrants in the High Plains escarpment, a north-
south-trending valley side cut on the Ogallala Formation, parallel
to the Pecos River. An important implication of this model is that
sediments of the Pecos River valley were the main sources of
aeolian sand in dune fields to the east.
The Ogallala Formation was not considered by Muhs and
Holliday (2001) to be a very likely source for Southern High
Plains dune sands. Although the Ogallala Formation is extensive in
the Southern High Plains of Texas and New Mexico, the formation
has a well-cemented pedogenic calcrete caprock that is very
resistant to erosion. Indeed, part of the reason that the Southern
High Plains exists as a distinctive, high-elevation mesa is the
resistance of this well-cemented calcrete caprock. Geochemical
data presented by Muhs and Holliday (2001) support an interpre-
tation of the Blackwater Draw Formation as a likely source for many
of the Southern High Plains dune fields. These workers concluded
that the Pecos River is not a particularly important source for dune
fields of the Southern High Plains.
Muhs and Holliday (2001) also showed, however, that Southern
High Plains aeolian sands may be the most quartz-rich of any dune
sands in North America, consistent with major element
geochemistry (Muhs, 2004; see also Fig. 4b). This makes assess-
ment of the origin of Southern High Plains dunes particularly
challenging. As with the Algodones, East Mesa, Yuma Desert, and
Parker dunes, maturing of the Southern High Plains dunes from
what was originally a feldspar-rich source sediment could still be
consistent with a Pecos River source, if only element concentration
data were used. Nevertheless, the new K/Rb and K/Ba data pre-
sented here indicate that the Muleshoe dune field and Lea-Yoakum
dune field sands (with some exceptions) have compositions much
closer to that of sands in the Blackwater Draw Formation compared
to that of Pecos River sands (Fig. 14). Thus, despite the issue of
possible mineralogical maturing being a flaw in the interpretations
of Muhs and Holliday (2001), their original conclusion is upheld by
the present analysis.
There is an independent line of evidence that the Blackwater
Draw Formation is the main source for aeolian sand, at least for the
Muleshoe dune field. Sediments of the Blackwater Draw Formation,
and particularly the paleosols within it, are dominantly aeolian
sands with abundant clay and Fe-oxide coatings that give red to
reddish-brown (2.5 YR to 5 YR) hues to the sediment (Holliday,
1989). In the western part of the Muleshoe dune field, Holocene
dunes have mostly 5 YR hues, whereas dunes farther downwind
have 7.5 YR hues, and those on the periphery of the eastern half of
the dune field have 10 YR hues. Muhs and Holliday (2001) inter-
preted this trend in decreasing redness downwind to indicate that
proximal aeolian sands inherit the red (5 YR) hues from Blackwater
Draw source sediments. With further aeolian transport, red to
Fig. 23. Astronaut photograph ISS015-E-27232, acquired on 5 September 2007 from the International Space Station showing the Lincoln County dune field, Imperial dune fields,
Nebraska Sand Hills, loess, outcrops of the Ogallala Formation, and the North and South Platte Rivers. Image courtesy of NASA Earth Observatory, EOS Project Science Office, NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center.
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reddish-brown clay and Fe-oxide coatings are abraded off, resulting
in yellower hues (7.5 YR or 10 YR) in distal parts of the dune field.
Decreasing clay and bulk Fe contents downwind are consistent
with this trend (see Muhs and Holliday [2001], their Fig. 10, lower
and Fig. 13, upper). It is interesting to note that the trend of a
downwind decrease in dune reddening differs from what has been
observed in many regions, where older, redder dunes are found
downwind of a source (Walker, 1979; Gardner and Pye, 1981;
Lancaster, 1989; Pye and Tsoar, 1990), although evidence to the
contrary has also been reported (Roskin et al., 2012). Nevertheless,
the dune color trends as well as the K/Rb and K/Ba data support an
interpretation of the Blackwater Draw Formation as a major source
for the Muleshoe dunes and probably some but not all of the Lea-
Yoakum dunes. A remaining issue is identification of the source
of sand in the Blackwater Draw Formation itself, a question that is
beyond the scope of the present study.
7.5. Origin of the Great Bend dunes, Kansas
Determination of the origin of the Great Bend dunes in Kansas
has been a particularly challenging task. Although the distribution
of the dunes would seem to imply a straightforward Arkansas River
origin, the modern, sand-transporting wind direction is from the
south and the orientations of Holocene dunes indicate paleowinds
from the south as well (Fig. 15). Smith (1940, p. 168) proposed that
dunes in central Kansas had an Arkansas River valley origin by
hypothesizing that northerly winds, opposite to the present,
occurred during the last glacial period. In contrast, Stramel et al.
(1958) suggested that erosion of sands that underlie late Quater-
nary loess, which in turn underlies the dune sands, could have been
the source of sand, implying a southerly paleowind. However,
Simonett (1960) pointed out that inmost areas, the underlying last-
glacial-age loess was too thick and covered too much of the older,
underlying sand for the latter to have been a significant source for
Fig. 24. Aeolian landform map of a part of southwestern Nebraska, showing distribution of dunes and aeolian sand sheets in the Lincoln County and Imperial dune fields, sample
localities (including NE-135A auger hole shown in Fig. 26), and detailed sand roses (following method of Fryberger and Dean [1979]) for the cities of North Platte, Hayes Center, and
Imperial, Nebraska. DP ¼ drift potential; RDP ¼ resultant drift potential; calculated by the author). Extent of aeolian landforms redrawn in simplified from map by J. Mason
(University of Wisconsin), presented in Bettis et al. (2003; their Fig. 12) and soil map of the McCook 1  2 quadrangle, Soil Conservation ServiceeConservation and Survey
Division, University of Nebraska (1978).
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the younger dunes. Simonett (1960) agreed with Smith (1940) that
the dunes formed from an Arkansas River valley source under last-
glacial paleowinds from the north. Smith (1940) and Simonett
(1960) conducted their studies before much was known about
the age of dunes in Kansas. Thus, their hypothesis of a last-glacial
age for the time of dune building was not constrained by the
chronology that now exists. Stratigraphic and radiocarbon studies
by Arbogast (1996) and Arbogast and Johnson (1998) for the Great
Bend dunes have shown that the latest periods of dune building
date to the Holocene. Arbogast and Muhs (2000) pointed out that
Pleistocene alluvium occurs to the south of the Great Bend dunes
(Fig. 15b), as well as beneath it (Ross et al., 1991). Although this
alluvium typically has well-developed soils with Bt, Btk, or Bk ho-
rizons, indicating little or no erosion, it is rich in sand-sized parti-
cles and some parts of it could conceivably have been sources of
aeolian sand when southerly winds prevailed.
Although Arbogast (1996) showed that the latest episodes of
dune formation in the Great Bend area occurred in the late Holo-
cene, there is a northwest-to southeast-diminishing Ca and Sr
content in dune sand. Arbogast and Muhs (2000) interpreted these
trends to be from aeolian abrasional depletion of carbonate min-
erals. These investigators speculated that initial aeolian sand
deposition in the Great Bend area came from the Arkansas River,
perhaps during the early or mid-Holocene, when northwesterly
winds prevailed during a period of greater residence of dry, Pacific-
derived air masses over the region. They proposed that the late
Holocene dunes developed later, from reworking of the earlier
Holocene sands, under the present wind regime, which is south-
erly. K/Rb and K/Ba values in the late Holocene Great Bend dune
sands overlap the field for these values for modern Arkansas River
alluvium very closely, but also differ only slightly from those found
in the older, Pleistocene alluvium found to the south of the dune
field (Fig.14c and d). Given its geographic proximity to the Arkansas
River and the lack of other major drainages nearby, it is quite likely
that the Pleistocene alluvium to the south of the Great Bend dunes
was deposited originally by the Arkansas River. This is certainly
consistent with the geomorphology of the region and would
explain the similar composition of this older alluvium to modern
Arkansas River alluvium. Nevertheless, the composition of the older
alluvium differs just enough frommodern Arkansas River alluvium
that it is possible to distinguish these two sources. Of the two
sources, the composition of late Holocene dunes is closer tomodern
Arkansas River alluvium. Thus, the sequence of events hypothe-
sized by Arbogast and Muhs (2000) still has validity, but given the
small difference between the two competing sources, the results
presented here indicate that further research in this dune field
would be valuable.
7.6. Origin of northeastern Colorado dune fields
As discussed earlier, Lugn (1968) stated that there was likely a
single source, the Tertiary Ogallala Formation, for aeolian sand in
the Great Plains region, including northeastern Colorado. Almost
two decades later, Hunt (1986) also proposed that dunes in
Fig. 25. Plots of K/Ba vs. K/Rb for (a) Nebraska Sand Hills sands, North Platte River sands, and South Platte River sands; (b) Nebraska Sand Hills sands, North Platte River sands, and
South Platte River sands compared to Lincoln County dunes; (c) Nebraska Sand Hills sands, North Platte River sands, South Platte River sands, and Ogallala Formation sands
compared to Imperial dunes; and (d) Nebraska Sand Hills sands, North Platte River sands, and South Platte River sands compared to interfluve dunes.
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northeastern Colorado were derived from “Tertiary formations,”
which can be interpreted to mean the Ogallala Formation. In
contrast to Lugn (1968) however, Hunt (1986) also thought there
could have been contributions from the South Platte River to
northeastern Colorado dune fields, at least during glacial periods of
the Quaternary. In the central Great Plains region of northeastern
Colorado and southwestern Nebraska, the Ogallala Formation is a
dominantly fluvial deposit that is composed of silt, sand, and gravel
derived from granitic, sedimentary, and volcanic rocks. Locally, it
also contains volcanic ash beds (Scott, 1978). The unit forms broad,
flat uplands, as is the case in the Southern High Plains discussed
earlier, due in part to cementation in its upper part by pedogenic
calcium carbonate. Despite the presence of this protective calcrete
caprock, valley sides cut in the Ogallala Formation show that much
of the formation is uncemented and can provide unconsolidated
sediment to first-order drainages, at least in northeastern Colorado.
This sediment has, therefore, the potential of being deflated by the
wind under favorable circumstances. Nevertheless, in contrast to
Lugn (1968) and Hunt (1986), Muhs (1985), Madole (1995), and
Muhs et al. (1996) favored the South Platte River as the main source
of sand for the Fort Morgan dune field of northeastern Colorado.
Using K/Rb and K/Ba, it is possible to reassess the origin of the
Fort Morgan dune field. Results indicate that sands of the Laramie
Formation do not likely have an important influence on the Fort
Morgan dunes (Fig. 19c). It is more difficult to make a rigorous
assessment of two of the other possible source sediments (South
Platte River sands and Ogallala Formation sands), however, because
their compositions overlap (Fig. 19b). While some samples from
this dune field could be derived from South Platte River sands, the
same samples (as well as others) could be derived from the Ogallala
Formation (Fig. 19c). Furthermore, some Fort Morgan dune samples
fall outside the fields of all source sediments considered. Samples
with the highest K/Ba values are those in the westernmost part of
the dune field, suggesting the possibility that there is another sand
source that needs to be identified.
Muhs et al. (1996) concluded that the South Platte River was also
the main source for aeolian sands of the Wray dune field. There is a
large, dune-free area between the eastern part of the Fort Morgan
dune field and the northwestern portion of the Wray dune field
(Fig. 16). This area has either Tertiary Ogallala Formation bedrock or
loess over bedrock exposed at the surface (Scott, 1978). Although
the aeolian-sand-free zone would seem to rule out a South Platte
River origin for the Wray dunes, Muhs et al. (1996) interpreted this
area as a zone of sediment bypassing (Kocurek and Lancaster,1999),
Fig. 26. Plot showing stratigraphy of aeolian sand in NE-135A auger hole (see Fig. 24 for location) in the Lincoln County dune field and organic matter content (data fromMuhs et al.,
2000), along with K/Rb and K/Ba as a function of depth in this aeolian sand. Also shown for comparison are the ranges of K/Rb and K/Ba values in Nebraska Sand Hills aeolian sand,
South Platte River sand, and North Platte River sand.
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whereby sediment is transported across a part of the landscape, but
there is no net accumulation there. This hypothesis may still be
viable, at least for the late Holocene, considering that many of the
Wray dune samples fall within the range of South Platte River sands
(Fig. 19d). Nevertheless, not all of them do, and those that do not all
plot within or near the field for the Ogallala Formation, a local
source immediately upwind of the Wray dune field (Fig. 18).
Furthermore, examination of K/Ba values in a thick vertical section
through one of the Wray dunes shows that only a couple samples
fall within the K/Ba range of South Platte River sands, and the rest
fall within the range of K/Ba values in the Ogallala Formation
(Fig. 21). These observations would imply that Ogallala Formation
bedrock may be more important to the origin of the Wray dune
field than previously thought, supporting the original hypotheses of
Lugn (1968) and Hunt (1986), and without having to appeal to a
history of sediment bypassing. Still, the volume of sediment within
the Wray dune field is significant and it is difficult to imagine a
bedrock source supplying much or all of this sand within a time-
frame as short as the late Holocene, unless one appeals to consid-
erable reworking of Pleistocene sand. More studies are needed to
assess this issue.
The origin of the Greeley dune field in northeastern Colorado
has been enigmatic (Figs. 16 and 17). Although this dune field is
adjacent to the South Platte River, an obvious candidate for a sand
source, it is north of the river and Holocene parabolic dune orien-
tations indicate very clearly that the most recent dune-forming
paleowinds were from the northwest (Fig. 17). There is, however,
no other major river system situated to the north of the Greeley
dune field that constitutes an apparent sand source.
Madole (1995) speculated that bedrock formations to the north
of the South Platte River could be the source of the Greeley dunes. A
number of bedrock units in this area can be considered as possible
sources (Fig. 17) and some are more likely candidates than others.
The Cretaceous Fox Hills Sandstone has a very limited areal extent
at the surface and is extremely well cemented, making it an un-
likely source. The Cretaceous Laramie Formation is sand-rich and
has a broad spatial extent to the north of the Greeley dunes; in
addition, much of it has weathered to a loose, sandy residuum. In
northern Colorado, the Tertiary White River Group is extensive
(Fig. 17), but is primarily a siltstone. Unlike southeastern Wyoming,
the Tertiary Arikaree Formation crops out only in a few places in
northern Colorado; indeed, its spatial extent is too limited to show
on Fig. 17. In contrast, the Tertiary Ogallala Formation has an
extensive area of outcrop at the surface in Colorado, north of the
Greeley dune field.
Consistent with late Holocene dune orientations indicating
Fig. 27. Map showing Holocene aeolian sand of the Nebraska Sand Hills and minimum extent of Pliocene aeolian sediments, sample localities, sand roses showing wind data for
nearby weather stations (calculated by the author using methods in Fryberger and Dean, 1979; DP ¼ drift potential; RDP ¼ resultant drift potential), and Holocene paleowinds (blue
arrows). Aeolian sand distribution based on Swinehart et al. (1994a); Pliocene aeolian sand distribution from Myers (1993) and Swinehart et al. (1994b). Holocene paleowinds
determined by the author from interpretation of late Holocene dune orientations on 1:80,000 black and white NHAP (National High Altitude Photography, USGS) aerial photo-
graphs. Also shown (hachured area) is area covered in Fig. 28. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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northwesterly paleowinds (and therefore a source that is upwind of
the South Platte River), K/Rb and K/Ba values in the Greeley dunes
do not fall within the field defined by South Platte River sands
(Fig. 22d). Very high K/Rb and K/Ba values indicate that the well-
cemented and spatially limited Fox Hills Sandstone is not an
important source for the Greeley dunes either (Fig. 22b). There is
good agreement between the K/Rb and K/Ba composition of the
Greeley dunes and the Ogallala Formation, and this formation crops
out extensively in northern Colorado, upwind of the Greeley dunes
(Fig. 22c). In many places, the Laramie Formation is poorly
consolidated, has abundant sand-sized residuum that has weath-
ered from it, and many streams, tributary to the South Platte River,
traverse surface outcrops of the formation, providing loose, readily
available sediment. K/Rb and K/Ba in the Greeley dunes also show
good agreement with much of the compositional range of the
Laramie Formation. Based on these observations, the Laramie For-
mation or residuum from it and the Ogallala Formation are the
most likely source or sources for the Greeley dunes. If this is correct,
it is significant, as it demonstrates that bedrock or bedrock
residuum, in addition to alluvium, can be an important source of
aeolian sand, which may also be the case for the Wray dune field.
7.7. Origin of dune fields in southwestern Nebraska
Given that the Lincoln County and Imperial dune fields are sit-
uated south of the South Platte River, a simple explanation, similar
to the Fort Morgan dune field, is that both of these Nebraska dune
fields are derived from fluvial sediments from the adjacent river
valley. In a novel hypothesis, however, Swinehart and Loope (1992)
and Loope and Swinehart (2000) proposed that the Lincoln County
dune field is a remnant of a former, larger Nebraska Sand Hills. They
hypothesized that aeolian sand from the Nebraska Sand Hills may
have filled the North and South Platte River valleys during a dry
climatic phase (i.e., one of little or no river flow) sometime during
the last glacial period. A giant dune dam would have been created
by this aeolian sand movement, which in turn would have gener-
ated a large lake or series of lakes upstream during later periods of
higher fluvial discharge. Later, the damwould have been breached,
isolating the Lincoln County dune field (and perhaps the Imperial
dune field) south of the South Platte River. Prior to the presentation
of this hypothesis, Diffendal and Leite (1989) reported widely
distributed, diatomaceous lake sediments in tributaries of the
North Platte River. A paleosol at the top of a 3-m-thick lacustrine
sequence, ~45 m above the present floodplain, yielded a radio-
carbon age of ~12,500 calibrated 14C yr B.P. (see Fig. 5 in Muhs et al.,
2000). These lake sediments could have been deposited while the
hypothesized giant dune dam was in place. The concept of a dune
dam in this region is not unprecedented: Loope et al. (1995)
established that dune dams had been present in the late Quater-
nary in the larger, main body of the Nebraska Sand Hills.
Winspear and Pye (1996) used mineralogy and major element
concentrations to test Swinehart and Loope's (1992) hypothesis of a
Nebraska Sand Hills source for the Lincoln County dune field. Their
data show quartz and K-feldspar contents in the Lincoln County
dunes that are intermediate between those in the Nebraska Sand
Hills and South Platte River sands, but SiO2 and K2O contents (that
reflect quartz and K-feldspar, respectively) in the Lincoln County
dunes that are closer to South Platte River sands. They concluded
that it was more likely that the Lincoln County dune field was
derived from South Platte River sediments. Muhs et al. (2000) also
Fig. 28. Landsat 5 image (band 1, visible blue) of northern Nebraska and southern South Dakota, showing geographic features, parts of the northwestern Nebraska Sand Hills (Qes)
and some of the possible source sediments for dunes of the Nebraska Sand Hills. Geologic map of the area east of the Black Hills is highly generalized and compiled from Burchett
(1986) and Martin et al. (2004). Diagram is very slightly modified from Muhs et al. (2008).
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tested the hypothesis of Swinehart and Loope (1992) using con-
centrations of K, Rb, and Ba (not K/Rb and K/Ba values) and reported
that the Lincoln County and Imperial dune fields have concentra-
tions intermediate between the Nebraska Sand Hills, which is
relatively quartz-rich (see Fig. 5c), and the Fort Morgan dune field
in Colorado, which is K-feldspar-rich (Muhs et al., 1996). The in-
termediate values of K, Rb, and Ba concentrations in the Lincoln and
Imperial dune fields were interpreted to indicate that these aeolian
sands formed from a mix of Nebraska Sand Hills-derived sand (as
per the Swinehart and Loope [1992] hypothesis) and South Platte
River sands (as per the Winspear and Pye [1996] hypothesis).
The Lincoln County dunes have K/Rb and K/Ba compositions that
are intermediate between those of the Nebraska Sand Hills and the
South Platte River, but also are almost identical to those of North
Platte River sands (Fig. 25b). The Imperial dunes also have an in-
termediate composition, but fall somewhat closer to the field
defined by South Platte River sands (Fig. 25c). In addition, many of
the Imperial dune samples fall within the compositional field
defined by the Ogallala Formation (based on samples of this for-
mation collected in Colorado). Aeolian sand on the interfluve be-
tween the North Platte River and South Platte River also has an
intermediate composition, but falls somewhat closer to the field
defined by the Nebraska Sand Hills.
The intermediate composition of both the Lincoln County and
Imperial dunes rules out sole derivation from the South Platte River,
which argues against the explanation of Winspear and Pye (1996).
A simple explanation for the Lincoln County dunes is that they are
derived entirely from sands of the North Platte River, which is
supported by K/Rb and K/Ba data. With this explanation, however,
aeolian sand would have to have been entrained by the wind in the
North Platte River valley, transported over the interfluve to the
south, and further transported across the South Platte River valley
and south of it, without any subsequent additions of sand from the
South Platte River valley itself. If aeolian sand transport across the
South Platte River valley took place, it would likely have been
during a time when there was very low discharge in both the North
Platte River and the South Platte River. Under such conditions,
therefore, it seems almost certain that sediment in the South Platte
River valley would also be available for aeolian entrainment. Thus,
the explanation of a sole North Platte River source, while simple
geochemically, is quite complex geomorphically and does not seem
likely. A more probable sequence of events is that of Swinehart and
Loope (1992) and Muhs et al. (2000), where the Lincoln County
dunes formed initially fromwhat was once a more extensive (to the
south) Nebraska Sand Hills. Subsequently, mixing of these sands
with new inputs from the South Platte River resulted in sediments
with an intermediate composition. The mixing of these two sources
apparently took place early in the history of the Lincoln County
Fig. 29. Plots of K/Ba vs. K/Rb for (a) Pliocene sands, North Platte River sands, and South Platte River sands; (b) Nebraska Sand Hills sands compared to Pliocene sands, North Platte
River sands, and South Platte River sands; (c) sands from the Arikaree Formation and Ogallala Formation (sampled in Nebraska and adjacent parts of South Dakota and Wyoming);
and (d) Nebraska Sand Hills sands compared to the Arikaree and Ogallala Formations. NE, Nebraska; WY, Wyoming; SD, South Dakota.
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dunes, as the same intermediate composition is found in both of
two aeolian units, separated by awell-developed paleosol, visible in
a ~6-m-thick section (Fig. 26).
The Imperial dunes can be explained in a similar fashion,
although these sands plot closer to the South Platte River by
comparison with the Lincoln County dunes. This is not surprising,
however, as the Imperial dunes are situated somewhat farther away
from the Nebraska Sand Hills compared to the Lincoln County
dunes (Figs.16, 23 and 24). In addition, as pointed out by Bettis et al.
(2003) and Mason et al. (2011), the Imperial dunes lie downwind of
Ogallala Formation bedrock that is buried by thin loess, and the
formation is visible at the surface in Fig. 23. Many of the samples
from the Imperial dunes fall outside the field defined by South
Platte River sands but fall within the field defined by the Ogallala
Formation. This observation suggests yet another possibility, which
is some influence from a bedrock source for the supply of sand to
the Imperial dunes, similar to what is reported here for the Wray
dune field immediately to the west.
Finally, the discontinuous aeolian sand patches on the interfluve
between the North Platte and South Platte Rivers provide some
interesting supportive evidence for the origin of the Lincoln County
dune field. The interfluve sands have K/Rb and K/Ba values that
indicate they may have formed primarily from North Platte River
sediments, but possibly with some input from the Nebraska Sand
Hills. A mix of Nebraska Sand Hills sediment and North Platte River
sands for the interfluve sands is consistent with the scenario
sketched above for the origin of the Lincoln County dune field.
7.8. Origin of the Nebraska Sand Hills
Early investigators of the Nebraska Sand Hills did not have ac-
cess to the tools available today for provenance studies, but offered
hypotheses about the source of sand for this large dune field. As
discussed earlier with regard to dune fields farther south in the
Great Plains, Lugn (1935, 1962, 1968) considered that both the
Ogallala Formation and sediments reworked from it were the
sources of both the Nebraska Sand Hills and loess to the southeast
of the dune field. Thornbury (1965) articulated the same concept as
Lugn (1935, 1962) for the origin of the Nebraska Sand Hills. In his
brief summary, Thornbury (1965) also stated that the upper part of
the Ogallala Formation is missing beneath the Sand Hills and the
overall elevation of the dune field is lower than that of the High
Plains region to the west, suggesting that major erosion occurred
before the dune field formed. However, Thornbury (1965) did not
Fig. 30. Plots showing stratigraphy (from Muhs et al., 1997a), K/Rb, and K/Ba in aeolian sands of the Nebraska Sand Hills from two deep drillholes, at Gudmundsen Ranch, Nebraska
and near Nenzel, Nebraska (approximate coordinates for these localities are as follows: Gudmundsen Ranch: N420403800 , W10126042”; Nenzel: N425904500 ,W1010604200). Also
shown (green shaded areas) are ranges of K/Rb and K/Ba in aeolian sands from other localities in the Nebraska Sand Hills (data from Fig. 29). (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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provide any subsurface data to support these claims and it is not
certain that such data even existed at the time he made these
statements. Smith (1965) considered Lugn's (1962) concept to be
oversimplified and stated that the Ogallala Formation is indurated
inmany places and is unlikely to have been a very important source
for dune sand. However, based on more recent studies, Smith's
(1965) statement about induration in the Ogallala Formation is
actually oversimplified. Joeckel et al. (2014) conducted detailed
sedimentological studies of the Ash Hollow Formation, which in the
stratigraphic nomenclature for Nebraska is the youngest and most
widespread unit, and one of the thickest within what is referred to
in their paper as the Ogallala Group. These investigators point out
(Joeckel et al., 2014, p. 79) that very fine to fine-grained sandstone
is the predominant facies in this formation, it is well-sorted, and it
is only weakly cemented. These observations are consistent with
those made in the present study. In his study, Smith (1965) did
speculate, however, that reworked Ogallala Formation sediments
were a more likely source, although to be fair, Lugn (1935, 1962)
also appealed to reworked Ogallala Formation sediments as a
source. Smith (1965) also speculated that Pleistocene sediments in
Nebraska, including the Nebraska Sand Hills, could have had
sources farther west, without specifics about what these sources
were or what evidence there was for this hypothesis. Reed (1968)
also considered that unconsolidated Pleistocene sediments,
reworked from the Ogallala Formation, were a likely source for the
Sand Hills. Wright (1970) extended this argument further by
pointing out that with time, an eroding Ogallala Formation surface
would have been buried by aeolian sand, and further dune field
growth would have to come from sources farther to the northwest,
such as the White River Group. Although this idea is intriguing, it is
problematic in that the White River Group is dominated by silt, not
sand. Warren (1976) considered, on the basis of particle size data,
that underlying fluvial sands were the source of the dunes, but was
not specific as to where these sediments came from. Swinehart
(1990) proposed that fluvial sands of Quaternary and Pliocene
age, beneath the Sand Hills, were the primary sources of sand, along
with some direct contributions from the Ogallala Formation.
Winspear and Pye (1996) analyzed fluvial sands from beneath the
dunes and aeolian sands from the Nebraska Sand Hills for both
mineralogy and geochemistry. Their data suggest little difference in
composition between the two except that K-feldspar is less abun-
dant in the Nebraska Sand Hills than in the underlying fluvial sands.
Muhs et al. (1997a) speculated on several possible sources for the
Nebraska Sand Hills, but did not attempt to identify the most likely
source based on mineralogy and geochemistry. These investigators
noted, however, that K2O concentrations in the Nebraska Sand Hills,
as a proxy for K-feldspar, are lower than concentrations of K2O in
the most commonly hypothesized source sediments, indicating
some degree of mineralogical maturity (cf. Fig. 4b).
In North America, including both the Basin and Range and Great
Plains, modern river valleys are important as sources formany dune
fields based on data presented here and elsewhere (e.g., the Parker
dunes, the Yuma Desert dunes, the Gran Desierto, and the Great
Bend dunes). Interestingly, the North Platte, South Platte, and Platte
Rivers do not seem to have been considered as particularly
important sources for the Nebraska Sand Hills by most in-
vestigators who have studied them. Yet, winds strong enough to
entrain sand-sized particles are dominantly from the south or
southeast in summer in Nebraska (see Muhs et al., 1997a; their
Fig. 11), which would permit derivation of at least some of the
Nebraska Sand Hills sediments from these fluvial sources.
In the present study however, K/Rb and K/Ba values show that
sediments of the Nebraska Sand Hills have only very slight overlap
with the compositional field defined by North Platte River sands
and virtually no overlap with that defined by the South Platte River
(Fig. 29b). Assuming that Platte River sands would have a compo-
sition that is intermediate between that of its two main tributaries,
this also effectively eliminates the Platte River as a primary source
for the Nebraska Sand Hills. Fluvial inputs to the Nebraska Sand
Hills are a possible secondary contributing source, however, as
discussed below.
The Pliocene sands found beneath the Nebraska Sand Hills
(Fig. 27; see also Figs. 3e4 and 3-5 of Swinehart and Diffendal
[1990]) are largely unconsolidated and therefore must be consid-
ered as a possible source for the dunes. These sediments, where
they have been sampled at six localities in the present study, showa
rather narrow range of K/Rb and K/Ba variability (Fig. 29a). There is
some overlap of the Nebraska Sand Hills with the field defined by
the Pliocene sediments, but most values do not fall into this field.
There is somewhat better overlap between the Nebraska Sand Hills
and the field defined by the Tertiary Arikaree Formation (Fig. 29d).
The geographic position of the Arikaree Formation is consistent
with modern winds and paleowinds from the northwest (Fig. 28).
In many places, the Arikaree Formation is a very well-cemented
sandstone, and in fact forms the scenic (and resistant) Pine Ridge
of northern Nebraska and southern South Dakota (Fig. 28). Never-
theless, at other localities the upper part of the sandstone facies is
not well consolidated (for example, see observations in Greene
et al., [1991]) and could certainly have been a contributor to the
Sand Hills, which is consistent with its K/Rb and K/Ba compositions.
The best agreement of the K/Rb and K/Ba composition of the
Nebraska Sand Hills is with sediments of the Ogallala Formation of
Nebraska, South Dakota, and western Wyoming (Fig. 29d). Even
with this potential source, however, the overlap of Nebraska Sand
Hills samples with the range of Ogallala Formation sands is not
perfect, but it is better than for all other source sediments consid-
ered. The Ogallala Formation does crop out to the northwest of the
Nebraska Sand Hills (Fig. 28), which is consistent with the paleo-
wind reconstructions of the dune field, both for the youngest
(Holocene) dunes and also the much larger and older barchanoid
ridges (Fig. 27). Although the spatial extent of the Ogallala For-
mation to the northwest of the Nebraska Sand Hills is limited (and
only part of it is shown in Fig. 28), it is generally agreed that the
formation was previously more extensive and was stripped by
erosion during the late Tertiary or early Pleistocene. This early
erosion of the Ogallala Formation could, therefore, have provided
much of the initial sediment that forms the present Nebraska Sand
Hills. If so, then the mineralogical maturity of the Nebraska Sand
Hills is easier to explain because sands of the dune field may have
been reworked over many or even all of the glacial-interglacial
cycles of the Quaternary, with K-feldspar depletion occurring
whenever strong winds prevailed.
Many (though not all) of the Nebraska Sand Hills samples that
fall above the compositional field defined by the Ogallala Formation
have relatively high K/Rb and are found in the south-central part of
the dune field. The candidate source sediment with the highest
range of K/Rb values is sand from the North Platte River, which is
closest to the south-central part of the Nebraska Sand Hills. These
observations suggest the possibility that there could have been
some inputs from the North Platte River, perhaps during summer,
with southwesterly winds, at some point or points in the Quater-
nary history of the Nebraska Sand Hills. Sridhar et al. (2006) and
Schmeisser et al. (2010) proposed that during the Medieval Warm
Period (~1000 to ~800 yr B.P.) of the late Holocene, there was a
seasonal shift in wind regime over the Nebraska Sand Hills, with
northwesterly winds dominant during fall, winter and early spring
and southwesterly winds (associated with very warm, dry air
masses, bringing drought) in late spring and summer. This seasonal
shift in wind regime is invoked to explain the northwest-to-
southeast orientation of linear dunes (found in the southeastern
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part of the Nebraska Sand Hills) with bimodal dip directions. These
dunes date to the Medieval Warm Period. Thus, the studies of
Sridhar et al. (2006) and Schmeisser et al. (2010) present an
intriguing hypothesis to explain the higher K/Rb values reported
here in the south-central part of the Nebraska Sand Hills.
Swinehart (1990) mapped the landforms of the south-central
part of the Nebraska Sand Hills, where higher K/Rb values are
found, as primarily dome-like dunes, with barchans a bit farther to
the west and ultimately barchanoid ridges still farther to the west
and north. Examination of aerial photographs in this region shows
that many of the dome-like dunes are likely degraded barchans,
and these dunes and the better-expressed barchans (both pre-
sumably of Pleistocene age) have parabolic dunes (presumably of
Holocene age) superimposed on them. In addition, however, some
of the parabolic dunes appear to have formed from preexisting
linear dunes, although this requires further study. A worthwhile
effort would be to map these dunes in detail, study their geo-
morphology and internal stratigraphy, and conduct mineralogical
and geochemical studies for provenance interpretations.
The evidence of possible inputs of North Platte River sands (with
their relatively higher K concentrations) from southwesterly winds
during the late Holocene may also explain what has been an
enigmatic spatial pattern of K concentrations in the south-central
Nebraska Sand Hills, based on airborne gamma-ray surveys
(shown as Fig. 9 in Muhs et al., [1997a]). Compared to the rest of the
Nebraska Sand Hills, the south-central part of the dune field has
higher concentrations of K based on both gamma surveys and
laboratory-based measurements. The higher concentrations of K
and the higher K/Rb values in sands from this area can both be
explained by inputs of North Platte River sands to the Nebraska
Sand Hills from southwesterly winds during the late Holocene. This
hypothesis requires much more testing, but it could be done
effectively with the combined geomorphic, sedimentologic,
mineralogic, and geochemical study described above.
8. Conclusions
Quaternary dune fields occupy large areas of the world's arid
and semiarid regions, but there has been comparatively little work
done on understanding dune sediment provenance. Nevertheless,
identification of aeolian sand sources is critical for determining the
aeolian system sediment state of a dune field, including the po-
tential for reactivation of stable dune fields or expansion of existing
ones. The mineralogy of a dune field may evolve over time, even on
a Quaternary timescale, due either to loss of unstable minerals by
chemical weathering during periods of stability or mineral loss by
ballistic impacts and abrasion during periods of activity. Thus,
methods for determining dune sand provenance must be immune
to mineralogical evolution over time. Aeolian geomorphologists
need a method for rapid and inexpensive but reliable determina-
tion of possible dune sand sources.
Most dune fields contain at least some K-feldspar, a common
rock-forming mineral. Two trace elements that follow K, Rb and Ba,
are found in K-feldspars, and thus K/Rb and K/Ba values are a
measure of K-feldspar composition. An exploration and evaluation
of the potential for using K/Rb and K/Ba as provenance indicators
for aeolian sand are presented here. Examples are taken from
previously studied Quaternary dune fields in the arid portions of
the Basin and Range and semiarid portions of the Great Plains re-
gions of North America.
Different river sands that are potential dune sand sources can be
easily distinguished using K/Rb and K/Ba. In the Great Plains region,
the Souris, North Platte, South Platte, and Pecos Rivers all have
distinctive compositions with little or no overlap, reflecting the
different source rocks found in their drainage areas. Similarly,
different dune fields in the deserts of the Basin and Range and Great
Plains have distinctive K/Rb and K/Ba compositions. These simple
comparisons show that the method has potential as a provenance
indicator.
Over the past century, there have been some studies of dune
field origins in the Basin and Range and Great Plains regions of
North America. These modes of origin are newly assessed using K/
Rb and K/Ba values in the dune sands and hypothesized source
sediments. Many of the dune field source sediments identified in
previous studies are supported with the new K/Rb and K/Ba data
presented here. In the Basin and Range province, this includes the
Algodones Dunes of California, previously interpreted to be derived
from Lake Cahuilla shoreline sediments that are in turn derived
from the Colorado River, and the Yuma Desert dunes of Arizona,
derived directly from the Colorado River. In the Great Plains region,
K/Rb and K/Ba values indicate that the Muleshoe dunes of New
Mexico and Texas are derived dominantly from the Blackwater
Draw Formation. In the Great Bend area of Kansas, K/Rb and K/Ba
values in dunes are consistent with derivation from the Arkansas
River.
In other areas, K/Rb and K/Ba data suggest different sources or
greater complexity for dune field origins than previously thought.
Examples of this include the Parker dunes of Arizona, which appear
to have a larger component of local alluvium from Bouse Wash, as
well as partial derivation from the Colorado River. In New Mexico
and Texas, the Lea-Yoakum dunes could be derived from both the
Blackwater Draw Formation and alluvium from the Pecos River.
Previously thought to be derived primarily from the South Platte
River, the Wray dunes of northeastern Colorado may have had in-
fluences from the Tertiary Ogallala Formation, and this may also
explain part of the composition of the nearby Imperial dunes of
southwestern Nebraska. The Greeley dunes of northeastern Colo-
rado are likely derived primarily from bedrock sources such as the
Cretaceous Laramie Formation but also possibly the Ogallala For-
mation, despite the proximity of these dunes to the South Platte
River. The Lincoln County dunes of southwestern Nebraska are
likely derived from a mix of aeolian sand from the Nebraska Sand
Hills (which may have been more extensive in the last glacial
period) and South Platte River sands. Dunes of the Nebraska Sand
Hills have a source or sources that are still somewhat elusive, but
the Tertiary Ogallala Formation, long favored by early researchers,
is a good candidate for further research. Nevertheless, there is ev-
idence that the North Platte River may have provided some sand to
at least parts of the Nebraska Sand Hills as well.
K/Rb and K/Ba analyses of dune sands are inexpensive, rapid,
accurate, and highly reproducible. The method utilizes one of the
most common minerals found in dune sand, K-feldspar. With the
exception of very mature dune fields that are composed exclusively
of quartz, the K/Rb and K/Ba geochemical method can be applied to
aeolian sands from highly diverse terrains. The method avoids the
problem of using simple concentrations of key elements that may
be subject to interpretative bias due to changes in mineralogical
maturity of dune fields that occur over time. As pointed out by
Muhs et al. (2017), many dune fields in other parts of the world
could benefit from K/Rb and K/Ba analyses for identification of sand
sources, including those in southern Africa, North Africa, the Mid-
dle East, Asia, and South America. Where geochemical methods
using K/Rb and K/Ba do not yield a conclusive identification of dune
source sediments, it is recommended that a fruitful approach is a
combined examination of Pb-isotopic compositions in K-feldspars
and U-Pb age distributions of detrital zircons, following the
approach of Aleinikoff et al. (1999, 2008) for loess in Colorado and
Nebraska and Alizai et al. (2011) and East et al. (2015) for the origin
of dunes in the Thar Desert of India.
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